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 Ricardo Aldape Guerra was an undocumented Mexican migrant who was 

wrongfully convicted and given a death sentence for the murder of a white Houston 

police officer in 1982. In the absence of any physical evidence that implicated Aldape 

Guerra for the crime, Harris County prosecutors appealed to extreme anti-Mexican 

immigrant hostility in Houston by repeatedly emphasizing Aldape Guerra’s 

undocumented immigration status to the jury in order to construct him as a dangerous 

“illegal alien” deserving of severe punishment. This thesis situates Aldape Guerra’s 

encounter with the Texas legal system within related histories of social, cultural, 

economic, political, and legal phenomena in the United States in order to obtain a more 

complete understanding and to excavate critical lessons about the overall treatment of 

undocumented Mexican migrants in the U.S. legal system. It argues that the isolation of 

law from histories of racialization of Mexican migrants renders the U.S. legal system 

inadequate to protect undocumented Mexican migrants against racial discrimination, even 

in the court of law. It also argues that the U.S. legal system also cannot account for the 

material effects of transnational neoliberal capitalism on the cross-border movement of 

Mexican labor forces. This failure cultivates flawed legal reasoning in immigration 

jurisprudence that equates “illegality” with danger and criminality.
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Chapter One 

 

Introduction 
 

In Texas the folk law of the frontier was reinforced by the unwritten laws of the South and produced a habit 
of self-redress more deeply ingrained, perhaps, than anywhere else in the country. The grievances and 
abuses of the bad days after the Civil War gave extraordinary scope for the application of the old ways of 
dealing justice, and even today there are many vestiges of frontier days and the Old South  in the Texan’s 
attitude toward crime and punishment. -C.L. Sonnichsen1 
  

 

 This is the story of Ricardo Aldape Guerra, an undocumented Mexican migrant 

who was wrongfully convicted and given a death sentence for the murder of a white 

Houston police officer in 1982.2 In the absence of any physical evidence that implicated 

Aldape Guerra for the crime, Houston police officers and Harris County prosecutors 

intimidated witnesses, manipulated witness statements, and suppressed exonerating 

information in order to secure a conviction and death sentence. Significantly, prosecutors 

also appealed to extreme anti-Mexican migrant hostility in Houston by repeatedly 

emphasizing Aldape Guerra’s undocumented immigration status to the jury in order to 

construct him as a dangerous “illegal alien” deserving of severe punishment.  

 How are we to understand the trial of Ricardo Aldape Guerra? What does his 

story tell us about the overall treatment of undocumented Mexican migrants by the U.S. 

legal system? What lessons can we derive from Aldape Guerra’s story so that such an 

                                                        
1 Quoted in Brown (1975, 236).  
2 Following Mae Ngai (2004), I use the term “undocumented migrant” to designate any person 
who migrates to the United States without the authorization of the government or entered the U.S. 
legally but has overstayed his/her visa-permitted stay or violated condition(s) of their authorized 
admission to the United States. I will use “migrant” instead of “immigrant” since the latter 
implies permanent settlement while the former better suits the national and transnational 
movement of Mexican laborers across the political boundaries with and between nation-states 
toward more stable labor markets. While “illegal” and “alien” are legal terms, I will not use the 
terms “illegal alien” or “illegal migrant” or “undocumented alien” because they are involved in 
the reproduction of the criminalization and racialization of undocumented Mexican migrants.  
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injustice can never happen again? It may be easy for some to dismiss Aldape Guerra’s 

story as a case that was prompted by public outrage and prosecuted zealously because he 

was accused of killing a police officer in the line of duty. While this may indeed have 

been a factor, I reject such oversimplifications as an explanation. Instead, I situate Aldape 

Guerra’s encounter with the Texas legal system within related histories of social, cultural, 

economic, political, and legal phenomena in the United States in order to obtain a more 

complete understanding and to excavate critical lessons about the overall treatment of 

undocumented Mexican migrants in the U.S. legal system. I am interested, then, in what 

Dylan Rodríguez (2008) calls “the historical conditions of possibility for the current 

institutional formations of migrant criminalization.”   

 The rhetoric and actions of the police and prosecutors before and during Aldape 

Guerra’s trial both appealed to and were constitutive of dominant discourses on Mexican 

immigration that reduce undocumented Mexican migrants to violence, danger, and 

criminality. Dominant discourses on Mexican immigration are rooted in long histories of 

racialization and racial oppression against Mexicans in the U.S. Southwest that were 

always (and continue to be) intimately connected to the rise of capitalism in the region.3 

Since the creation of the U.S.-Mexico border in 1848, the racialization of Mexican 

migrants was essential for maintaining a caste of disenfranchised and marginalized labor 

bodies without rights to feed into the expanding U.S. capitalist economy. 

 The story of Aldape Guerra offers important insight about the overall treatment of 

undocumented Mexican migrants in the U.S. legal system, and his trial sheds light on the 

multiple forms of discrimination that undocumented Mexican migrants face in U.S. 

courtrooms. I apply important critiques posited by Critical Race Studies (CRS) and 

Critical Legal Studies (CLS) scholars to the status of Mexican migrants in the U.S. legal 

system. I argue that the isolation of law from histories of racialization of Mexican 

                                                        
3 For important historical studies of the social, political, economic, and cultural relationship 
between Mexicans and Anglos in Texas in the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, see 
Acuña (1972), Barrera (1979), de León (1983), Montejano (1987), Zamora (1993), and Foley 
(1997).  
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migrants renders the U.S. legal system inadequate to protect undocumented Mexican 

migrants against racial discrimination, even in the court of law. 4 The implications of this 

inadequacy are significant since such a failure allows for racism and processes of 

racialization in U.S. courtrooms long after the civil rights movement put an end to 

racially discriminatory rhetoric and practices in statutes, laws, and regulations.  

 In contrast to Black and Latino/a citizens, undocumented Mexican migrants are 

additionally targeted and discriminated against on the basis of their “illegality,” that is, on 

their illegal act of unauthorized cross-border migration into the United States. The life 

experiences of undocumented Mexican migrants living in the United States today are 

dominated by exclusion, danger, and fear of violence because of their undocumented 

status. Although there were moments in U.S. history when actual immigration 

enforcement was contingent on the specific labor needs of the U.S. capitalist economy, 

today the U.S. government, through the legal system, unabashedly criminalizes and 

punishes undocumented Mexican laborers living in the United States at the same time the 

U.S. neoliberal capitalist economy demands cheap and “expendable” Mexican labor 

forces.5  

 Much like the U.S. legal system cannot account for the histories of racialization of 

Mexican migrants, I argue that the legal system also cannot account for the material 

effects of transnational neoliberal capitalism on the cross-border movement of Mexican 

labor forces. As Nicholas K. Blomley (1994) argues, “In much the same way that law 

relies in various ways on claims concerning history, so it both defines and draws upon a 

complex range of geographies and spatial understandings” (xi). Indeed, the failure of the 

legal system to account for the effects of transnational neoliberal capitalism on the cross-
                                                        
4 “Races” are socially constructed categories based largely on biological referents such as skin 
color, facial features, hair texture, or stature (Van den Berghe 1996, 1054) that are have been 
essential for the hierarchal classification of humans. Processes of racialization, then, are practices 
and rhetoric that function to maintain and perpetuate social and power relations “structured by the 
signification of human biological characteristics in such a way as to define and construct 
differentiated social collectivities…The concept therefore refers to a process of categorization, a 
representational process of defining an Other” (Miles 1989, 75). See also, Cobas et. al. (2009).   
5 See, e.g., Bacon (2008). 
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border movement of labor forces cultivates flawed legal reasoning that equates 

“illegality” with danger and criminality and, as such, renders the U.S. legal system 

inadequate to protect undocumented Mexican migrants against forms of discrimination 

based on their unauthorized presence in the United States. In the courtroom, this 

reasoning allows prosecutors to effectively criminalize and dehumanize defendants by 

referencing their undocumented status and to secure their severe punishment even when 

there is no evidence that they pose a threat to society. Beyond the courtroom, this flawed 

legal reasoning serves as the underlying rationale of policies that expand the 

militarization of immigration enforcement and prohibit undocumented immigrants from 

accessing critical social, economic, educational, and legal resources. 

I conclude the thesis with a study of two corridos, or traditional Mexican ballads, 

composed about the injustice of Aldape Guerra’s conviction and death sentence. I argue 

that while the use of the heroic corrido style and thematics is important almost a century 

after the heroic corrido lost prominence as a cultural expression of cultural and 

ideological resistance to Anglo-American oppression, what is most important is what the 

use of the heroic corrido form suggests about the continuation of some of the oppressive 

conditions that plagued Mexican communities along the Lower Texas-Mexican border at 

the turn of the twentieth century. In particular, I argue that the use of the heroic corrido 

form brings critical attention to the continued role of racist and white supremacist 

ideologies and practices within the U.S. legal system to help maintain a disenfranchised 

and “expendable” caste of mechanistic labor bodies without rights to feed into the U.S. 

capitalist labor market. I also argue that the use of the heroic corrido form brings 

attention to the subsequent fact that the U.S. legal system today remains a site to facilitate 

desires to punish undocumented Mexican migrants that commit any degree of real or 

perceived harm to white elites and their class allies.  

This thesis, however, is not a polemical reduction of the entire U.S. legal system 

to racism and white supremacy. Rather, it seeks to bring attention to the continuation of 

racist and white supremacist ideologies and practices in the U.S. legal system when 
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undocumented Mexican migrants are put on trial and to the implications of the failure of 

the legal system to protect undocumented Mexican migrants from discrimination on the 

day-to-day life experiences of undocumented Mexican migrants living in the United 

States.  

 

 Review of Secondary Resources   

 

 The death of officer James Donald Harris and the subsequent conviction and 

death sentence given to Aldape Guerra dominated headlines and television news in the 

United States and Mexico between July and October 1982, and again during Aldape 

Guerra’s appellate hearings in the early 1990s. Aldape Guerra’s conviction and death 

sentence was a significant social, political, and cultural event in the two countries, 

especially for Mexicans and Chicano/as who, for various reasons, identified with Aldape 

Guerra and his case. Aldape Guerra’s case was also a significant event for 

neoconservatives and nativists who were eager to point to the death of officer Harris as 

further reason to control illegal immigration through anti-immigrant legislation and the 

militarization of immigration enforcement. Despite its significance, however, there has 

been very little secondary literature produced about Aldape Guerra’s case.  

 In 1989, criminologist and investigator Sergio Jaubert published Condenado a 

Muerte in Mexico. The book is a collection of daily reports from Aldape Guerra’s 1982 

capital murder trial for a Spanish-speaking audience in Mexico. It includes a detailed 

overview of the shooting of Officer Harris, including photographs and hand-drawn 

diagrams of the crime scene. It also includes several newspaper reports about the trial that 

were written by Jaubert and published in Mexican newspapers. Finally, the book features 

a faded Xerox copy of a letter written by Aldape Guerra from death row.  

 In 1995, Nicholas Varchaver published an article, “9mm Away from Death,” in a 

magazine for lawyers. In 1998, Michael Mucchetti, one of Aldape Guerra’s appellate 

attorneys, wrote a full-length manuscript, “Merchants of Chaos: Defending Ricardo 
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Aldape Guerra” (hereafter, “Merchants of Chaos”), that was never published. In 2002, 

Scott Atlas, Aldape Guerra’s main appellate attorney, published an article, “Free Aldape: 

The Saga of an Extraordinary Death Case,” in a different magazine for lawyers. I bundle 

these works together because they are all written from similar perspectives, include 

similar information, and are written for similar audiences, namely white middle- to 

upper-class lawyers. Nevertheless, all three works are important because they offer 

remarkably detailed personal accounts of Aldape Guerra’s case from the lawyers’ 

perspective. However, the detailed accounts of Aldape Guerra’s case from the lawyers’ 

perspective comes at a cost: When Atlas and his team of attorneys are the chief 

protagonists in the story, the important contributions of other heroes—Aldape Guerra, his 

family, the people that mobilized in his defense—are left out.   

 Finally, in 2010, Arte Público Press published an English translation of Ricardo 

Ampudia’s Mexicanos al grito de muerte. The book, Mexicans on Death Row, focuses on 

consular protections of Mexican nationals sentenced to death in the United States. The 

final chapters of the book are devoted to Aldape Guerra’s case and are reproduced 

verbatim from the manuscript written by Mucchetti. As the General Consul of Mexico in 

Houston during Aldape Guerra’s appellate litigation in the early 1990s, Ampudia writes, 

“As a Mexican government official, my country’s representative before a foreign power, 

my duty was to support and defend my fellow citizens. This duty requires conscientious 

work, since the facts clearly showed that Guerra was innocent—a mere victim of 

irrationality, xenophobia and a legal system that wanted to find a scapegoat” (xv). 

Ampudia argues that Aldape Guerra’s case is important “because of the forcefulness with 

which it exposes the flaws in the U.S. legal system and the importance of consular 

protection in the defense of those sentenced to death” (xix).  

 The existing secondary literature about Aldape Guerra’s case is important for its 

detailed accounts of what happened from the perspective of lawyers and government 

officials. But in these works there is little or no sense of history. There is no critical 

analysis of histories of racialization and racial oppression against undocumented Mexican 
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migrants in Texas and the United States. There is no critical analysis of the relationship 

between racialized discourses on Mexican immigration and the proliferation of anti-

immigrant legislation or the militarization of the U.S.-Mexico border. And there is no 

critical analysis of the role of the U.S. neoliberal capitalist political economy on the 

cross-border migrations of Mexican labor forces or the role of the U.S. legal system on 

the criminalization, dehumanization, and punishment of undocumented Mexican migrants 

living in the United States. Illustrative of this lack of critical analysis is when, in the 

prologue to Mexicans on Death Row, Fernando Solana actually praises Ricardo Ampudia 

for his involvement “in the tasks of persuasion” on behalf of the North American Free 

Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Solana writes, “This responsibility was extremely complex, 

but [Ampudia] managed to convince those whom he needed to convince in Texas, and 

particularly in Houston, of the benefits of the treaty for both countries” (xi).  

 

 Method 

  

 I first heard about Aldape Guerra through my work with the Texas After Violence 

Project, an organization that studies the effects of violence on individuals and 

communities in Texas. I was transcribing an oral history interview with longtime anti-

death penalty activist Gloria Rubac who briefly mentioned how Houston police officers 

and Harris County prosecutors colluded in framing Aldape Guerra for a crime that he did 

not commit. Rubac also mentioned that there were corridos composed about Aldape 

Guerra. When I typed Aldape Guerra’s name into Google, the first link directed me to a 

news article written by Rubac for the Workers World News Service about Aldape 

Guerra’s release from death row. Fascinated, I read all of the case files that were 

available online. 

 When I announced that I was going to write my thesis on Aldape Guerra’s case, 

most people told me that I needed to talk to Scott Atlas, Aldape Guerra’s primary 

appellate attorney. By luck, a friend of mine was working with Atlas on Bill White’s 
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gubernatorial campaign and offered to speak to him about meeting with me. Atlas and I 

spoke over the phone the following day. To assist with my research, Atlas furnished me 

with a digital file containing all of his personal files on Aldape Guerra’s case. Atlas’ files 

include thousands of pages of legal documents from all of Aldape Guerra’s trials and 

hearings between 1982 and 1997, hundreds of newspaper clippings related to Aldape 

Guerra’s case from Mexico and the United States, as well as several transcripts of 

television news coverage. Atlas also gave me access to a box of VHS videotapes 

containing news footage of some of Aldape Guerra’s appellate hearings as well as several 

interviews with attorneys, activists, and with Aldape Guerra himself.  

 Concerned about the preservation of the twenty-year old videotapes, and even 

more concerned about the potential damage I would cause to the tapes if I did not handle 

them properly, I consulted several friends with experience in archiving video footage. My 

good friend, who is the Human Rights Archivist for the University of Texas Libraries 

Human Rights Documentation Initiative (HRDI), expressed interest in Atlas’ collection 

of materials related to Aldape Guerra’s case. She told me that if Atlas donated the 

material to the HRDI, then UT Libraries would digitize it and make it available to the 

public. I contacted Atlas with the proposition and he immediately agreed.6 

 As I slowly and methodically made my way through Atlas’ collection of legal 

materials, I conducted several oral history interviews with community activists and 

organizers who supported Aldape Guerra in the 1980s and 1990s. I also corresponded 

with Alvaro Luna Hernández, one of the national leaders of the Ricardo Aldape Guerra 

Comite Nacional Pro-Defensa, who is currently serving a lengthy prison sentence in 

Gainesville, Texas. The perspectives of these community activists and organizers are 

essential supplements to the legal materials, and have significantly broadened my 

understanding of the importance of Aldape Guerra’s story.  

                                                        
6 Atlas’ donation of materials resulted in the Scott J. Atlas Collection of Legal Materials on the 
Ricardo Aldape Guerra Case at the University of Texas Libraries’ Human Rights Documentation 
Initiative (HRDI), University of Texas at Austin [Hereafter, “Atlas Collection”].  
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 In the fall of 2010, I had the opportunity to work with Professor José E. Limón on 

my study of corridos written about Aldape Guerra. Professor Limón is one of the 

foremost scholars of the Mexican corrido. Professor Limón served as my thesis advisor 

until he retired from the University of Texas at Austin in early 2011. Professor Emilio 

Zamora, a historian at the same institution, graciously agreed to take over as my thesis 

adviser. Professor Zamora had his own ties to Aldape Guerra’s case. Importantly, while a 

professor of history at the University of Houston, Zamora and other researchers produced 

an important report about the extreme anti-Mexican migrant sentiment in Houston in the 

early 1980s that was used by Aldape Guerra’s appellate attorneys in his writ for habeas 

corpus. 

 

 Statement of Significance  

 

This thesis addresses several gaps in the existing secondary literature about 

Aldape Guerra’s case. First, my reconstruction of Aldape Guerra’s story (chapters two 

and three) goes beyond the perspective of Aldape Guerra’s lawyers by centralizing the 

perspectives of Aldape Guerra’s family and the people that mobilized in Aldape’s 

Guerra’s defense. These critical perspectives are entirely absent in the existing secondary 

literature. The feelings of grief and loss experienced by the loved ones of the 

“perpetrator” are too often silenced in dominant narratives about law and punishment, 

and the political agency of Mexicans and Chicano/as is too often dismissed as 

nonproductive agitation or as simply irrelevant. Without these perspectives, one is left 

with an incomplete sense of the importance of the case to Mexican and Chicano/a 

communities on both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border and, in turn, an incomplete sense of 

the importance of the mobilizations of Mexicans and Chicano/as communities on the 

outcome of the case. Second, my analysis of Aldape Guerra’s trial (chapter four) 

addresses the severe lack of historicity or critical analysis of the relationship between 

law, racialized discourses on Mexican immigration, and the U.S. neoliberal capitalist 
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political economy. Finally, my textual analysis of two corridos written about Aldape 

Guerra (chapter five) sets my study apart from previous work and is important not only 

because it highlights the cultural significance of Aldape Guerra’s story, but also because 

of what the symbolic act of using the traditional corrido form to tell of the injustice of 

Aldape Guerra’s conviction and death sentence suggests about the current historical 

moment. 
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Chapter Two 

 

A Biography of Injustice (1982-1992) 
 
He is a symbol of love and joy or of horror and loathing, an embodiment of liberty or disorder, of  the 
forbidden. He is someone who ought to be destroyed. -Octavio Paz7 
 

  

 Ricardo Aldape Guerra was born and raised in Colonia Moderna, just outside of 

Monterrey, Nuevo León, México. He left secondary school at the age of seventeen to take 

a job on the assembly line in the same factory that his father had worked for over thirty 

years. Friends of Aldape Guerra remember that he had a traditional upbringing in a close-

knit Mexican community. They remember that he adored his family. Like many poor and 

working-class workers in Mexico, Aldape Guerra felt enormous pressure to migrate norte 

to the United States to better provide for his family. In the spring of 1982, when he was 

twenty years old, Aldape Guerra left a note to his parents telling them that he was going 

to the United States.8 He crossed the U.S.-Mexico border and, within a few days, found 

work installing sheetrock for a subcontractor in Houston, Texas.9  

 Like many Mexican and Central American migrants who live and work in the 

United States, Aldape Guerra shared a small apartment with several other migrant 

laborers. Eating and drinking together, dividing up the bills, and looking out for one 

another, Aldape Guerra and the other workers living at 4907 Rusk Street formed a small 

community away from home. 

                                                        
7 Octavio Paz (1961, 16-17). This quote appears in Jose Limón’s Dancing with the Devil (1994). 
While Limón argues that Paz’s characterizations of Mexicans are generally problematic, his 
description of the Mexican seems to fit the dichotomy of feelings of people who were for or 
against Aldape Guerra: at once a symbol of love and joy and of horror and loathing. 
8 “Family protests death sentence handed out to illegal alien,” United Press International (UPI), 
October 17, 1982.  
9 Biographical information about Aldape Guerra in this account comes from Atlas (2002) and 
materials in the Atlas Collection, especially Mucchetti (n.d.). 
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 The Crime 

 

 On the night of July 13, 1982, Aldape Guerra borrowed a car from one of his 

compañeros to go to the store to buy soda. Roberto Carrasco Flores, another worker who 

sometimes visited 4907 Rusk Street, accompanied him. Aldape Guerra had spoken with 

Carrasco Flores on a few occasions before that night, but knew him only as “Guero.”10 

Some of the residents of 4907 Rusk Street would later describe Carrasco Flores as 

mysterious; none of them knew his real name. Carrasco Flores did not go anywhere 

without his gun. He had even arranged the purchase of guns for other migrant workers, 

including Aldape Guerra.  

 Enjoying the rare opportunity to drive a car, Aldape Guerra drove recklessly 

around the Magnolia barrio and, at one point, almost hit a neighborhood teenager who 

was out for a late night walk with his dog. The teenager, George Brown, flagged down 

Houston Police Officer J.D. Harris and described the vehicle that nearly hit him. 

Meanwhile, the car Aldape Guerra was driving stalled-out a few blocks down the road. 

Aldape Guerra and Carrasco Flores were standing by the car when Officer Harris pulled 

up behind the stalled vehicle and, standing behind his car door, ordered Aldape Guerra 

and Carrasco Flores to place their hands on the hood of his police car. Aldape Guerra 

immediately complied. All of a sudden, Carrasco Flores pulled out his nine-millimeter 

pistol and shot Officer Harris three times on the left side of his head. 

 Both men ran away from the scene. Aldape Guerra pulled out his .45 pistol and 

fired two shots into the air as he ran. He would later explain that he fired the shots into 

the air to prevent Carrasco Flores from following him. Jose Armijo, Sr., along with his 

ten year-old son, Jose, Jr., and his three year-old daughter, Guadalupe, pulled up to the 

scene in their car moments before Carrasco Flores shot and killed Officer Harris. After 

Carrasco Flores shot Officer Harris, Armijo quickly reversed his car and, as Carrasco 

Flores ran toward them, pushed Jose, Jr. beneath the dashboard to protect him. Carrasco 

                                                        
10 “Guero” is a popular nickname for a person with light-skin color or blondish-hair.  
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Flores fired a single shot through the windshield, hitting Armijo in the head. The local 

news would later report that Armijo sat bleeding in his car for at least forty-five minutes 

without medical attention because police originally thought that he was the shooter that 

killed Officer Harris. Police officers wrapped Armijo’s hands with paper bags to preserve 

evidence. “I did not shoot anybody,” Armijo told a neurosurgeon as he was rushed into 

surgery.11 He slipped into a deep coma that night and died seven days later.   

 As the manhunt continued in the Magnolia barrio, Carrasco Flores shot another 

police officer five times as he approached the dark garage where he hid. As he turned to 

run, Carrasco Flores met a squad of police officers armed with high-powered shotguns. 

The officers shot Carrasco Flores multiple times in the head, chest, and back. He died 

instantly. Police recovered Carrasco Flores’ nine-millimeter pistol near his dead body; 

there were no bullets left in the clip. Police officers found three nine-millimeter casings 

near Officer Harris’ patrol car, along with three bullet holes on the house on the other 

side of the patrol car. Police officers also found nine-millimeter casings in the passenger 

seat of Armijo’s car and additional casings that were scattered in the yard of a nearby 

home. Later that night, the coroner would find another full clip of nine-millimeter 

ammunition attached to Carrasco Flores’ belt, along with eleven nine-millimeter bullets 

in his front pocket. The coroner also found Officer Harris’ police-issued pistol in 

Carrasco Flores’ waistband. 

 Moments after police officers killed Carrasco Flores, they found Aldape Guerra 

hiding underneath a horse trailer. He surrendered peacefully. Police officers also found 

Aldape Guerra’s .45 pistol wrapped in a bandana near the trailer. As they searched 

Aldape Guerra, they found in his shirt pocket a U.S. Postal Service money order for $300 

made out to his mother in Monterrey. Consistent with Aldape Guerra’s claim that he fired 

his .45 pistol into the air as he ran away from the crime scene, police officers found two 

bullet casings from Aldape Guerra’s .45 a block away from where Officer Harris was 

shot. They never found the bullets.  

                                                        
11 Mucchetti n.d., 20.  
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 Although all of the physical evidence pointed to Carrasco Flores as the person 

who committed the crime, Aldape Guerra was indicted for the capital murder of Officer 

Harris. Even the local media centered the blame on Aldape Guerra without reference to 

the physical evidence and its implications. For example, two days after the shootings, the 

Houston Post reported that Officer Harris was searching Carrasco Flores “when Guerra 

stepped out from behind the steering wheel and fired a 9mm pistol three times at close 

range into Harris’ head.”12 Only two months after he crossed the Rio Grande into Texas, 

Aldape Guerra sat in a Harris County jail awaiting trial for capital murder.  

 

 The Trial 

  

 News stories featured in the Houston Chronicle and the Houston Post, the two 

major daily newspapers, in the weeks leading up to Aldape Guerra’s trial illustrates the 

heightened anti-immigrant sentiment in Houston. Several newspaper reports about the 

murder of Officer Harris referred to Aldape Guerra as an “illegal alien,” a “suspected 

illegal alien,” or a “suspected undocumented alien.”13 Houston newspapers also 

consistently featured stories that emphasized the high crime rates in Houston and the 

purported negative social and economic impacts of undocumented immigration from 

Mexico and Central America. Just three days before jury selection started for Aldape 

Guerra’s trial, the Houston Post quoted an interview in which Clare Booth Luce, former 

U.S. Ambassador to Italy and widow of the founder of Time and Life magazines, warned 

that, “Invading aliens posed a greater threat than the atomic bomb.”14 The day before the 

trial started, the Houston Chronicle cited a study published by the Federation for 

American Immigration Reform (FAIR) that claimed undocumented migrants were 

“applying for and receiving hundreds of millions of dollars worth of services—at the 

same time these programs are being cut back for disadvantaged Americans.” The study 
                                                        
12 Jack Douglas, “Suspect, 23, charged in slaying of officer,” Houston Post, July 15, 1982. 
13 See, e.g., “Murder charges filed in officer’s killing,” Houston Chronicle, July 15, 1982.  
14 Houston Post, August 28, 1982. 
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also warned that unless legislation was passed to control illegal immigration, the United 

States would face a “hemorrhage of our social welfare system” because “today’s illegal 

aliens are more aggressive in seeking benefits.”15 Also, a letter to the editor of the 

Houston Chronicle after the trial compared undocumented Mexican migrants to “roaches 

in the night” who “slither across the border, snatching up jobs Americans so desperately 

need.”16 Other developments added to the racially charged atmosphere in Houston. In 

1982, the U.S. Congress was debating the Immigration Reform and Control Act, a bill 

that called for the enactment of several controversial provisions, including increases in 

the temporary worker program and an amnesty program that would offer permanent 

resident status to millions of undocumented migrants. 

 The trial was in Judge Henry Oncken’s court. During voir dire, the process in 

which prosecutors and defense attorneys interview and select members of the jury, Harris 

County prosecutors Robert Moen and Richard Bax repeatedly emphasized Aldape 

Guerra’s undocumented immigration status and constantly referred to him as an “illegal 

alien.” Prosecutors Moen and Bax also told at least four jurors during voir dire that the 

jury could take into account Aldape Guerra’s undocumented immigration status during 

the punishment phase of the trial, when the jury would decide whether or not Aldape 

Guerra would go to prison or be executed.17 Moen told one potential juror, “I believe the 

evidence in this case will show that the defendant is an illegal alien…of course, that is 

information the jury can consider in deciding what type of person he is, but as far as the 

guilt-or-innocence stage of the trial is concerned, the jury should not find the man guilty 

because he is illegal in our country.”18  

                                                        
15 “Study Says Illegals a Growing Burden to Welfare System,” Houston Chronicle, October 3, 
1982. See also, Judy Weissler, “Drain by illegal aliens on welfare claimed,” Houston Chronicle, 
October 11, 1982. 
16 Letter to editor, Houston Chronicle, November 4, 1982. 
17 The State of Texas v. Ricardo Aldape Guerra, cause no. 359,805 (248th Judicial District, Harris 
County, 1982). Prosecutors mentioned Aldape Guerra’s undocumented immigration status to 
potential members of the jury at the following pages of the trial transcript: 864-65, 965, 2077, 
2397-98, 2603-04, 3489, 3253-54, 3552-53. 
18 The State of Texas v. Ricardo Aldape Guerra (1982), 2603. 
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 Aldape Guerra’s trial started on October 4, 1982. Since all of the physical 

evidence implicated Carrasco Flores in the killing of Officer Harris, prosecutors argued 

that Aldape Guerra and Carrasco Flores accidentally switched pistols before Officer 

Harris and Jose Armijo, Sr. were shot, and then switched pistols a second time after the 

shootings of Harris and Armijo but before Carrasco Flores shot another police officer 

with his 9-mm pistol. Prosecutors also argued that Aldape Guerra picked up Officer 

Harris’ pistol after he shot and killed him and then, at some later point, gave it to 

Carrasco Flores before police gunned him down. 

 Prosecutors also relied heavily on the eyewitness testimony of ten year-old José 

Armijo, Jr., who testified that he saw Aldape Guerra shoot Officer Harris and his father 

as Aldape Guerra ran by their car. None of the other witnesses presented by the state 

identified Aldape Guerra as the shooter. Moreover, to assist the state’s witnesses, 

prosecutors Moen and Bax paid over $7,000 to commission the production of two life-

like, wax mannequins of Carrasco Flores and Aldape Guerra. Despite objections from 

Aldape Guerra’s attorneys who argued that the mannequins would “inflame the minds of 

the jurors,” the mannequins were displayed in front of the state’s witnesses and the jury 

throughout the entire trial.19 The mannequin of Aldape Guerra had long black hair and a 

beard. The mannequin of Carrasco Flores had short black hair and a clean-shaven face. 

The prosecutors outfitted both mannequins with the clothes that Aldape Guerra and 

Carrasco Flores wore the night of the crime. Aldape Guerra wore a green shirt and 

Carrasco Flores wore a purple one. The clothes worn by the mannequin of Carrasco 

Flores were stained with his blood and riddled with holes from the police officers’ 

bullets.  

 News footage from the trial shows the two mannequins displayed prominently in 

the small, cramped courtroom. As one local news reporter observed, “The macabre, life-

                                                        
19 See, Mary Flood, “Life-size dummies add vivid twist to murder trial,” Houston Post, October 
5, 1982.  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like mannequins of Guerrera [sic] and Flores have stood watch over the entire trial.”20 

The Houston Chronicle reported that, “The trial took on the unsettling air of a wax 

museum when prosecutors brought [the mannequins] into evidence.”21 One juror would 

later submit a sworn statement to Judge Oncken immediately after Aldape Guerra’s trial 

saying that she believed Aldape Guerra was innocent and that the mannequins influenced 

her guilty verdict. In her statement, the juror wrote, “Those two mannequins affected me 

tremendously, they were eerie mannequins which were positioned right at the jury…It 

was like a dead man staring back at me.”22  

 With the life-like mannequins displayed in front of him, Jose Armijo, Jr. testified 

that the shooter wore a green shirt and had long hair and a beard. Armijo, Jr. also testified 

that the man in a green shirt shot his father as he ran by their car. Asked by the prosecutor 

if he saw the man who shot Officer Harris and his father, Armijo, Jr. replied, “yes,” and 

pointed toward Aldape Guerra. The prosecutor then asked Armijo, Jr. to look at the 

mannequin of Aldape Guerra. Aldape Guerra’s defense attorneys objected to the 

prosecutor bolstering the witness by using the mannequins. The judge overruled the 

objections. Prosecutor Bax pressed the Armijo, Jr. further by using leading questions and 

appealing to his grief. At one point, for example, Prosecutor Bax asked Armijo, Jr., “Is 

that the way the man looked that was back there and shot the police officer and shot your 

daddy?” “Yes,” Armijo, Jr. replied. “Are you sure?” Bax asked. “Yes,” Armijo, Jr. 

confirmed. “Do you know what happens when you tell a lie?” Bax pressed. “Yes.” “What 

happens to you?” “God will get after me,” Armijo, Jr. said. Prosecutor Bax then handed 

Armijo, Jr. a photograph of his father holding him as a small child. “You miss your 

daddy, don’t you?” Bax asked Armijo, Jr. “Yes,” he replied.23  

                                                        
20 News footage, Atlas Collection.  
21 Alan Bernstein, “Mannequins used in trial of alleged police killer,” Houston Chronicle, 
October 5, 1982. 
22 Alan Bernstein, “New trial for Guerra rejected after juror has change of mind,” Houston 
Chronicle, October 26, 1982. 
23 The State of Texas v. Ricardo Aldape Guerra (1982), 278-306. 
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 Aldape Guerra’s court-appointed defense attorneys, Candelario Elizondo and Joe 

Hernández, sought to counter the state’s bolstering of witnesses by arguing that Carrasco 

Flores, not Aldape Guerra, shot and killed Officer Harris. The defense presented two 

witnesses who testified that they saw Carrasco Flores shoot Officer Harris while Aldape 

Guerra had his hands on the hood of the patrol car. The defense attorneys also presented 

two additional witnesses, both Aldape Guerra’s roommates, who testified that Carrasco 

Flores ran into their apartment and boasted about killing Officer Harris; Carrasco Flores 

showed them Officer Harris’ pistol as proof. The witnesses also testified that Aldape 

Guerra ran into the apartment a few minutes after Carrasco Flores and told them that 

Carrasco Flores had just killed a police officer.  

 Defense attorneys called Aldape Guerra as their final witness. Aldape Guerra 

insisted that he had his hands on the hood of the patrol car when Carrasco Flores pulled 

out his 9-mm pistol and shot Officer Harris. He testified that he fired two shots from his 

.45 pistol into the air in an attempt to prevent Carrasco Flores from following him as they 

ran away from the crime scene.     

 During closing arguments of the trial, prosecutors Moen and Bax claimed to the 

jury that five witnesses gave statements to the police that identified Aldape Guerra as the 

person who shot and killed Officer Harris, even though both prosecutors knew that only 

young Armijo, Jr. had identified Aldape Guerra as the shooter. The prosecutors also 

suggested that one of the eyewitnesses who testified that he saw Carrasco Flores shoot 

Officer Harris was “probably under the influence of some type of alcoholic beverage, or 

narcotic drug.” After six hours of deliberation, the jury found Aldape Guerra guilty of 

capital murder. The Houston Chronicle reported the next day, “Illegal alien convicted in 

slaying of officer.”24 

 The punishment phase of the trial began the following day. Between twenty and 

thirty uniformed police officers packed the courtroom and sat in prominent positions in 

                                                        
24 Tony Freemantle, “Illegal alien convicted in slaying of officer,” Houston Chronicle, October 
13, 1982.  
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the front rows of the gallery. The large presence of uniformed police officers sent a clear 

message to the jury: Aldape Guerra was dangerous and deserved the maximum 

punishment for killing a police officer in the line of duty. Capital punishment procedure 

in 1982 required that jurors answer two “special questions” in the affirmative in order for 

a defendant to receive the death penalty. The first question was whether or not the 

conduct of the defendant that resulted in the death of the victim was deliberate. The 

second question was whether or not there was a probability that the defendant would 

commit criminal acts that would constitute a continuing threat to society.25 The sentiment 

of the prosecutors’ closing arguments was remarkably similar to the sentiment expressed 

by the Ku Klux Klan as they demonstrated outside of the Harris County Court with signs 

that read: “Houston will not tolerate illegal alien crimes.”  

 Prosecutor Bax told the jury during final arguments: “I know that two yes answers 

to these questions will never bring Jim Harris back to his wife and to his two little girls. I 

am not going to try to insult your intelligence and tell you that by answering those 

questions that Jose Armijo, Jr. will once again have a father. I don’t think even two yes 

answers could ease the pain of these people in any way, but it will do one thing; it will do 

one thing: Two yes answers will protect the future possible victims of Ricardo Aldape 

Guerra.”26 Bax ended his closing argument: “I know it is not going to be fun and I know 

it is not going to be easy, but I ask that you return a speedy verdict and you let the other 

residents of 4907 Rusk and you let the rest of those people who have the rest of these 

weapons out there somewhere, you let them know just exactly what we as citizens of 

Harris County think about this kind of conduct that has been exemplified before you.”27 

The other residents of 4907 Rusk were, of course, the other undocumented Mexican 

workers with whom Aldape Guerra shared an apartment.  

 The jury deliberated a little over two hours, answering both “special questions” in 

the affirmative. The court sentenced Aldape Guerra to die by lethal injection. His parents, 
                                                        
25 Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, article 37.071, section 2(b)(1) (1991). 
26 The State of Texas v. Ricardo Aldape Guerra (1982), 168. 
27 The State of Texas v. Ricardo Aldape Guerra (1982), 179. 
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who had traveled from Monterrey, wept in the courtroom. The judge asked if Aldape 

Guerra had anything to say. “Yo no soy culpable,” he replied.28 Aldape Guerra wiped his 

tears with a red bandana as police escorted him out of the courtroom. The Houston 

Chronicle reported the next day, “Illegal alien is sentenced to die in officer’s slaying.”29 

In Mexico, the Tribuno de Monterrey reported that Aldape Guerra was sentenced to die 

even though he had no criminal record and that he was “un paso de perder la vida lejos de 

su terruño.”30 

 Protests and demonstrations occurred almost immediately in the United States and 

Mexico immediately after Aldape Guerra was convicted and sentenced to die. Activists 

from the Tribuno Del Pueblo, a Chicago-based immigrant rights organization, organized 

several protests and demonstrations throughout Houston. Three days after the sentencing, 

the Houston Post reported that, “about 200 Hispanics” gathered to protest Aldape 

Guerra’s death sentence. The report quoted one protestor, “I’m just a Mexican person, a 

legal, who stands up for my rights in this country, God moved my heart for peace and 

justice. That is all I hear everytime [sic] in my ears from this beautiful country—justice 

for all.”31 The Houston Chronicle reported that, “about 300 Hispanics staged a protest 

outside a Harris County jail where Guerra is being held.”32 Protesters converged on the 

Brownsville-Matamoros Bridge and, in a symbolic gesture, briefly disrupted the 

transnational flow of goods and people between the United States and Mexico.  

 The public reaction to Aldape Guerra’s death sentence in Mexico was even 

stronger. People in Monterrey immediately sent telegrams to Mexican President José 

                                                        
28 “I am not guilty,” he replied. 
29 Alan Bernstein, “Illegal alien is sentenced to die in officer’s slaying,” Houston Chronicle, 
October 15, 1982. 
30 “Ningún antecedente delictivo tiene aquí el joven reinero sentenciado a muerte,” Tribuno de 
Monterrey, October 16, 1982. The Tribuno de Monterrey (“The young Monterreyan sentenced to 
die has no prior record here”) reported that Aldape Guerra was sentenced to die even though he 
had no criminal record in Mexico, and that he was “one step from losing his life far from his 
homeland.”  
31 Jim Simmon, “Protestors seek ‘justice’ for Guerra,” Houston Post, October 17, 1982.  
32 Houston Chronicle, October 21, 1982. 
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López Portillo asking him to intervene on Aldape Guerra’s behalf.33 The flames of public 

outrage were fueled by exaggerated news reports in several Mexican cities that Aldape 

Guerra was hastily put on trial without defense attorneys and was to be executed 

immediately.34 There were multiple demonstrations in across Mexico, most notably in 

Tierra y Libertad, a popular colonia in the northern section of Monterrey, where more 

than five thousand people protested Aldape Guerra’s impending execution.35 The United 

Press International (UPI) also reported that inmates in a Nuevo León prison threatened to 

kill North American inmates if Texas executed Aldape Guerra. In a letter to authorities of 

the prison, inmates wrote, “If the North American authorities carry out the sentence 

against our compatriot, this (the sentence) will be extended to all include all [sic] North 

American prisoners in this jail.”36  

 Although the initial public outrage in Mexico was partly the result of exaggerated 

news reports, it is arguable that most Mexicans were outraged not because of 

exaggerations in the news but because they generally understood Aldape Guerra’s 

conviction and death sentence within the long history of racial discrimination and 

violence against Mexicans in the United States. According to the United Press 

International (UPI), several Mexican newspapers linked Aldape Guerra’s death sentence 

to racism and discrimination against undocumented Mexican migrants and even 

suggested that Aldape Guerra would be executed by the state of Texas as a lesson to other 

undocumented Mexican migrants.37 El Nacional, a major Mexico City newspaper, quoted 

one of Aldape Guerra’s uncles as saying that Aldape Guerra’s conviction and death 

sentence “shows that the U.S. seems to be on a campaign to scare off Mexicans.” Aldape 

Guerra’s sister was quoted in Mexico City’s Excelsior newspaper as saying that her 

brother was convicted “only because of the hatred that exists against undocumented 

                                                        
33 Tony Caplan, United Press International (UPI), October 18, 1982. 
34 UPI, October 20, 1982.  
35 Maria Jimenez, interview by the author, November 23, 2010, Houston, Texas. Tape in the 
author’s possession. See also, UPI, October 20, 1982.   
36 UPI, November 5, 1982. 
37 Ibid. 
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workers.” Conversely, prosecutor Dick Bax was quoted in the Houston Chronicle as 

saying that the claims made in Mexican newspapers that Aldape Guerra was the victim of 

racism were “based on ignorance” because “the term illegal alien was never brought into 

evidence in the trial.”38  

 The actions of high-level political and legal actors in Mexico suggests that they 

related Aldape Guerra’s conviction and death sentence to the history of racism and racial 

discrimination against Mexicans in Texas and to the resurgence of anti-Mexican 

immigrant hostility during the 1980s. Within a week of Aldape Guerra’s trial, the 

Mexican Foreign Ministry ordered the Mexican Consul in Houston to ensure that Aldape 

Guerra had all of the legal resources available to him under Texas law.39 Moreover, the 

Governor of Nuevo León, Alfonso Martinez Dominguez, sent three members of the 

Federal Chambers of Deputies to Texas on a “fact-finding mission” about Aldape 

Guerra’s conviction.40 Governor Dominguez also formally asked Texas Governor Bill 

Clements to “postpone or defer” Aldape Guerra’s death sentence.41 A federal attorney for 

the Mexican government also told the United Press International (UPI) that the Mexican 

Bar Association would do “everything in their power” to stop Aldape Guerra’s death 

sentence. “[Aldape Guerra’s] only crime was being an illegal in the United States,” the 

attorney said.42  

 Aldape Guerra would spend twenty-three hours a day for six years alone in a cell 

on Texas’ death row before his case was considered by another court. In 1988, the Texas 

Court of Criminal Appeals affirmed Aldape Guerra’s death sentence.43 The following 

year, the U.S. Supreme Court denied Aldape Guerra’s appeal to hear his case.44 Gloria 

Rubac, a longtime anti-death penalty activist, remembers meeting Aldape Guerra in 1988 
                                                        
38 Houston Chronicle, October 21, 1982. 
39 Reuters Ltd., October 19, 1982.  
40 Houston Chronicle, October 21, 1982. 
41 Reuters Ltd., October 19, 1982. See also, Tony Freemantle and Barbara Strauch, “Reaction to 
death sentence given illegal alien raises diplomatic stir,” Houston Chronicle, October 21, 1982. 
42 Tony Caplan, United Press International (UPI), October 18, 1982. 
43 Guerra v. State, 771 S.W.2d 453 (Tex. Crim. App. 1988). 
44 Guerra v. Texas, 492 U.S. 925, 109 S. Ct. 3260, 106 L. Ed. 2d 606 (1989). 
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after her friend Carlos Santana, who lived on Texas’ death row with Aldape Guerra, told 

her about Aldape Guerra’s adamant claim of innocence.  

  

 I’ll never forget the first time I met him. He came out into the visiting room at 
 the Ellis Unit and I told him how honored I was to meet him and that people were 
 supporting him and so on, and he said, “Texas is going to kill me. They are. All I 
 hear from the state of Texas is that I’m a wetback and I’m a cop killer. Those are 
 two things Texas hates and I’m both. I’m going to die in Texas.”  
 

His execution date was set by the state for May 12, 1992.  
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Chapter Three 

 

Merchants of Chaos: Aldape Guerra’s Appellate Trials (1992-1997) 
 
The concept of deceit was planted by the police and nurtured by the prosecutors. -Judge Kenneth Hoyt45 
  

 

 Although there had been sporadic protests in the United States and Mexico 

against Aldape Guerra’s conviction and death sentence immediately after his trial in 

1982, these protests failed to develop into a larger movement in defense of Aldape 

Guerra. However, as Aldape Guerra’s execution date approached, several Mexican and 

Chicano/a activists and organizers representing different labor and immigrant rights 

organizations revived Aldape Guerra’s cause in the early 1990s.  

 After his release from prison in 1991, Alvaro Luna Hernández, a barrio organizer 

and respected “jailhouse lawyer,” wrote to Aldape Guerra and asked for his permission to 

form a defense committee on his behalf. Aldape Guerra agreed. The Ricardo Aldape 

Guerra Comite Nacional Pro-Defensa (hereafter “Comite Pro-Defensa”) formed under 

the leadership of Hernández, Liz Murillo, and Maria Jimenez. The Comite Pro-Defensa 

organized several large rallies, protests, and marches that brought critical public attention 

to the injustice of Aldape Guerra’s conviction and death sentence. Despite their elderly 

age, Aldape Guerra’s parents traveled from Mexico to participate in most of the marches 

and protests. “I remember telling somebody once that I would be happy to drive his 

parents to the park where the march was going to end up if they don’t want to march,” 

Rubac recalled. “Oh no, no, no. We’re going to march. We’re not missing a step for 

Ricardo,” Aldape Guerra’s parents told Rubac.46     

                                                        
45 Guerra v. Collins, 916 F. Supp. 620 (S.D. Tex. 1995), 635.  
46 Gloria Rubac, interview by the author, November 23, 2010, Houston, Texas. Tapes in the 
author’s possession.   
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 Activist Maria Jimenez remembered that Aldape Guerra’s death sentence and his 

fast-approaching execution date “immediately hit a chord” in Mexican and Chicano/a 

communities in Houston and across the United States. What had started as a few 

committed activists quickly turned in to what Jimenez remembered as a “mass expression 

of disgust with the treatment of Mexican immigrants in the legal system.” During a 

caminata, or march, from Houston to Austin, members of the Comite Pro-Defensa 

marched on the side of the highway, where the pavement meets the grass, as motorists 

sped by. The protestors, some barefoot, chanted as they marched. The flags of Mexico 

and the United States flew prominently together as two elderly women led the march 

holding an ornate tapestry with an image of La Virgen de Guadalupe. 

 Where the fleeting activism on behalf of Aldape Guerra in the early 1980s was 

largely confined to Mexican and Chicano/a communities, the community activism in the 

early 1990s included broader cross-cultural and cross-racial solidarities. This was partly 

due to the resurgence of anti-Mexican immigrant sentiment in Houston and the frequency 

of executions in Texas after 1982, two trends that mobilized anti-death penalty activists 

as well as civil and human rights activists from a variety of racial, political, 

socioeconomic, and religious backgrounds. For example, news footage from one protests 

shows hundreds, if not thousands, of protestors—men, women, and children, of all ages, 

races, and ethnicities—marching the streets of the Magnolia barrio as several HPD patrol 

cars crept alongside them.47 News footage from another protest shows Hernández and 

other members of the Comite Pro-Defensa protesting outside the Harris County Court at 

a rally on behalf of Shaka Sankofa (Gary Graham), a Black death row inmate who also 

had a strong innocence claim.48  

 While the Comite Pro-Defensa focused on building a community movement for 

Aldape Guerra, they also sought to convince the Mexican government to intervene in his 

case. The leaders of the Comite Pro-Defensa went to the office of the General Consul of 

                                                        
47 News footage in the Atlas Collection. 
48 Shaka Sankofa was executed by the state of Texas on June 22, 2000.  
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Mexico in Houston to request the assistance of the Mexican government in Aldape 

Guerra’s case. According to Jimenez, one representative from the Mexican Consulate 

bluntly told them, “It’s true. Some Mexicans come to the United States and commit 

crimes.”49 Hernández remembered that the representatives were arrogant and 

disinterested in Aldape Guerra’s case. The Comite Pro-Defensa responded by organizing 

a permanent picket outside the office of the General Consul. Some members of the 

Comite Pro-Defensa went on a hunger strike to bring attention to the urgency and 

importance of Aldape Guerra’s case and his need for adequate legal representation.50  

 As the Comite Pro-Defensa organized a community movement in defense of 

Aldape Guerra, his approaching execution date caught the attention of the Texas 

Resource Center, a now-defunct public defense service for indigent people on death row. 

In late 1991, Sandra Babcock, a young attorney right out of law school, started to work 

on Aldape Guerra’s appellate case and immediately took notice of his strong innocence 

claim and the police and prosecutorial misconduct in the trial. “Ricardo was a kid when I 

first met him,” Babcock remembered, “The only thing he wanted to do was convince me 

of his innocence.”51  

 With Aldape Guerra’s execution date fast approaching, Babcock filed a petition to 

postpone the date of the execution so that she would have time to prepare Aldape 

Guerra’s appellate case. Less than two weeks before Aldape Guerra was to be executed 

by the state, the Comite Pro-Defensa organized another march with nearly 700 protestors 

through the Magnolia barrio. News footage from the march shows a young protestor 

telling the crowd, “If they execute Aldape Guerra…bad things will happen. We hope that 

what happened in California won’t happen here, but if these people don’t listen 

                                                        
49 Maria Jimenez, interview by the author, November 23, 2010, Houston, Texas. Tape in the 
author’s possession.   
50 Alvaro Luna Hernández, letter to the author, December 21, 2010. Letter in the author’s 
possession. 
51 Sandra Babcock, telephone interview by the author, February 10, 2011. Notes from interview 
in the author’s possession.  
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contentiously, things are going to become very difficult also here in Texas.”52 The 

protestor was alluding to the weeklong uprising in Los Angeles beginning on April 29, 

1992 after four L.A.P.D officers were acquitted for the brutal beating of Rodney King.  

 One day before Aldape Guerra’s scheduled execution, an appeals judge extended 

the execution date one month to September 24, 1992. Babcock realized that Aldape 

Guerra’s case needed more help than the Texas Defender Service could provide. She 

knew that large law firms would be interested in taking Aldape Guerra’s case because of 

his strong innocence claim. Babcock went to the General Consul of Mexico in Houston 

and asked for recommendations of large law firms that might be interested in taking over 

the case. Representatives of the General Consul told Babcock that Texas Governor Mark 

White had recommended Scott Atlas, a commercial litigation attorney for Vinson & 

Elkins, an international law firm headquartered in Houston. According to Atlas, the 

recommendation was due to his work on Rummel v. Estelle (1980), a Supreme Court case 

that challenged the constitutionality of Texas’ three strikes law.53 

 In early 1992, Ricardo Ampudia, the Consulate General of Mexico in Houston, 

along with Babcock and other legal representatives from the office of the Consulate 

General of Mexico met with Atlas about taking over Aldape Guerra’s case. 

Representatives from the Consulate General of Mexico told Atlas that of all of the 

Mexican nationals on death row in the United States, Aldape Guerra had the strongest 

claim of innocence. Atlas spent the Fourth of July weekend reading the transcript from 

Aldape Guerra’s 1982 trial. Outraged from what he read, Atlas called Ampudia and 

agreed to take the case.54 

                                                        
52 News footage in Atlas Collection.  
53 Atlas took William James Rummel’s case on a pro bono basis. Rummel had been given an 
automatic life sentence under Texas’ three strikes law for a series of petty property offenses that 
totaled $230. In 1980, Atlas argued to the U.S. Supreme Court that Rummel’s life sentence 
violated the Eighth Amendment ban on cruel and unusual punishment. The Court rejected 
Rummel’s claim in a five-to-four decision. 
54 Scott J. Atlas, interview by the author, January 12, 2011, Houston, Texas. Tapes in the author’s 
possession.  
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 The news that Atlas was taking over Aldape Guerra’s case was met with 

skepticism from some of the community activists organizers working with the Comite 

Pro-Defensa. “Suddenly this huge law firm got involved,” Jimenez remembered. “A law 

firm that I had known to fight against us the first time we tried to organize janitors,” 

Jimenez said. According to Jimenez, the American Building Maintenance Industries 

(ABM) had hired Vinson & Elkins in 1986 to defeat janitors organizing for higher wages 

and better working conditions. During the period of negotiations between ABM and 

representatives from the Justice for Janitors campaign, the INS raided the only two 

buildings in downtown Houston where the janitors had voted to join the Service 

Employees International Union (Bracey 2008, 35). Jimenez noted, “Vinson & Elkins was 

anti-union and anti-immigrant and all of a sudden they want to spend millions of dollars 

to defend a Mexican immigrant?”55  

 The skepticism of community activists and organizers about Atlas’ affiliation with 

Vinson & Elkins, despite his good intentions, would foreshadow tensions between the 

community activists that mobilized in defense of Aldape Guerra in the streets and the 

team of attorneys that worked on his appellate case in the courtroom, even as they tried to 

work together toward the shared goal of Aldape Guerra’s freedom. Atlas and his legal 

team would sometimes attend Comite Pro-Defensa meetings to update members about 

the case. Hernández remembered that Atlas and his team were always cooperative with 

the Comite Pro-Defensa, even “though at times they considered me and some of our 

members as ‘radical extremists,’ but nonetheless had to deal with us, or also be the 

subject of ridicule, criticism, or exposure,” Hernández said. “We were barring no holds 

nor taking any hostages in trying to save Ricardo’s life!”56 Atlas was interested in 

maintaining a good relationship with the Comite Pro-Defensa even while he believed 

                                                        
55 Maria Jimenez, interview by the author, November 23, 2010, Houston, Texas. Tape in the 
author’s possession.   
56 Alvaro Luna Hernández, letter to the author, December 21, 2010. Letter in the author’s 
possession. 
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some of their rhetoric and direct actions to be counterproductive to Aldape Guerra’s 

case.57   

 When Atlas took over the case, Babcock had already filed for habeas relief in the 

state trial court. Babcock and Guillermo Gonzalez, an investigator for the Texas Resource 

Center who had done much of the investigative work on Aldape Guerra’s case, remained 

active in the case. Atlas and his team of attorneys and investigators immediately 

encountered obstacles trying to locate witnesses. Most of the witnesses had been 

teenagers and, in the interim, several of them had married and taken new surnames or had 

returned to Mexico. Atlas and his team were able to find some of the witnesses still living 

in the Magnolia barrio, while several others came forward after seeing widespread news 

coverage in the United States and Mexico of Aldape Guerra’s and appellate trials and 

approaching execution date. One after another, the witnesses revealed troubling 

information about the way Houston police officers and Harris County prosecutors had 

treated them.  

 In September 1992, Atlas filed an amended application for habeas relief that 

significantly expanded the findings and arguments of Babcock’s initial application.58 The 

Harris County District Attorney’s Office asked the presiding judge, Woody Densen, to 

postpone the state habeas hearing so that the state could review Atlas’ habeas relief 

materials. To everyone’s surprise, Judge Densen rejected the D.A.’s request to postpone 

the hearing and denied Aldape Guerra’s application for habeas relief without conducting 

an evidentiary hearing. Aldape Guerra’s application for writ of habeas corpus was 

automatically forwarded to the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals a few months later 

where, in a one-page, per curium opinion, the court denied Aldape Guerra’s right to an 

evidentiary hearing and denied his application for habeas relief.59 “We had all this new 

evidence and no court willing to listen to it,” Atlas remembered.  
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Scott J. Atlas, interview by the author, January 12, 2011, Houston, Texas. Tapes in the author’s 
possession.  
58 Ex Parte Guerra, cause no. 359805-A (248th Judicial District, Harris County, 1992).  
59 Ex Parte Guerra, cause no. 24,021-01 (Tex. Crim. App. 1993). 
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 With Aldape Guerra’s appeals exhausted at the state level, Atlas filed an 

application for writ of habeas corpus in the United States District Court for the Southern 

District in February 1993. The case was assigned to Judge Kenneth Hoyt, who ordered an 

evidentiary hearing to be held in November of that year. Atlas sought to prove to the 

court that Aldape Guerra was denied a fair and impartial trial due to police and 

prosecutor intimidation of witnesses before the trial, improper identification procedures, 

the failure of prosecutors to disclose exculpatory evidence, their use of evidence and 

arguments to the jury that the prosecutors’ knew to be false, and the cumulative effect of 

prosecutorial error.60  

 In preparation for the hearing, Aldape Guerra was transferred from death row to a 

Harris County jail where he would be held throughout the duration of the hearing. When 

he was brought to the courthouse on the morning of the second day of the hearing, 

Aldape Guerra informed Atlas that Harris County Sherriff’s kept him in a jail cell with no 

bed, no toilet, and no dinner. He also told Atlas that a police officer entered his cell in the 

middle of the night and beat him. He showed Atlas the bruises on his back. Atlas decided 

not to address Aldape Guerra’s beating in open court because he did not want to upset 

Hernández and other members of the Comite Pro-Defensa who were present in the 

courtroom.  

 Atlas requested a private meeting with Judge Hoyt and prosecutors from the 

Harris County District Attorney’s office. He told Judge Hoyt about the beating that 

Aldape Guerra received in jail the night before. Judge Hoyt immediately grabbed the 

telephone and called Harris County Sherriff Johnny Klevenhagen and asked him about 

the allegations. “Johnny put us on hold,” Atlas remembered, “and came back a few 

minutes later and said he was able to confirm that because of what he called a 

‘bureaucratic snafu’ they had left [Aldape Guerra] in a holding cell that night.” Sherriff 

Klevenhagen also said that since none of the Sherriff’s deputies or police officers would 

confess to beating Aldape Guerra, there was no way for him to know whether his 
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allegations were true. Atlas recalled that, “Judge Hoyt essentially told Johnny that 

Ricardo was in his charge and if anything like that happened again Johnny was going to 

find out exactly how friendly his own jail was.” It did not happen again.    

 Around this time, former judge Thomas Gibbs Gee, who himself had sent several 

men to Texas’ death row, became convinced of Aldape Guerra’s innocence and told Atlas 

that he wanted to help with Aldape Guerra’s defense. He also advised Atlas that, “If you 

can convince the judge that your client is innocent, they will find a way to help you.” 

Heeding Judge Gee’s advice, Atlas called Floyd McDonald, the founder and former 

director of the criminal evidence and forensics laboratory for the Houston Police 

Department, as the defense’s first witness.  

 McDonald testified that it was impossible for Aldape Guerra to have shot Officer 

Harris based on where he and Carrasco Flores were standing. He added that the evidence 

provided by the ballistics analysis also supported Aldape Guerra’s innocence. Based on 

the location of the nine-millimeter casings, the bullet holes in the house at the northwest 

corner of the intersection, and the blood spatter across the top of Officer Harris’ patrol car 

from the driver’s side to the passenger’s side, investigators determined that the shooter 

that killed Officer Harris stood slightly southeast and within a few feet of him. McDonald 

also testified that the trace metal patterns found on Carrasco Flores’ left hand were 

consistent with the type of trace metal patterns produced by firing a nine-millimeter 

pistol, the same kind of pistol that was used to shoot Officer Harris. Conversely, there 

were no trace metal patterns on Aldape Guerra’s body or hands. Atlas remembered that 

McDonald’s testimony had a “visible impact” on Judge Hoyt.  

 Atlas then called eight of the original witnesses from the 1982 trial to the witness 

stand. All of them testified that they either saw Aldape Guerra with both of his hands on 

the hood of the patrol car or saw Carrasco Flores pull out a pistol and shoot Officer 

Harris. The witnesses also testified about the treatment they received by Houston police 

officers and Harris County prosecutors during the investigation.61  
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 Elena Holguín, aged seventeen at the time of the crime, testified that Houston 

police officers handcuffed her and detained her in a police car after telling them that she 

did not see Officer Harris get shot. Holguín testified that the police officers became angry 

with her and told her that she had a duty to help them. Patricia Diaz, also seventeen on 

the night of the crime, testified that police officers used vulgar language with her and, at 

one point, threatened to take away her infant child after she told them that she saw “the 

short-haired man” [Carrasco Flores] shoot Officer Harris.62 Diaz also testified that 

prosecutors Dick Bax and Robert Moen yelled at her and insisted that she change her 

testimony one week before Aldape Guerra’s trial. Herlinda García, who was fourteen 

years old on the night of the crime, testified that she was threatened by police officers 

after she told them that she also saw “the short-haired man” shoot Officer Harris and José 

Armijo, Sr. García also testified that a police officer told her that she “did not know what 

all could happen to her and her husband” if she did not cooperate with the police. García 

testified that she interpreted the police officer’s threat to mean that police would arrest 

her common-law husband on charges of statutory rape because he was over eighteen.63  

 José Luis Luna testified that while squads of police officers swarmed the 

Magnolia barrio looking for the killer of Officer Harris, police officers entered the house 

on 4907 Rusk Street with their guns drawn, forced the residents to the ground, cursed and 

screamed at them, and interrogated them with guns pointed to their heads.64 Roberto 

Onofre, another resident of 4907 Rusk Street, testified that police officers conducted 

several post-midnight searches of their apartment in the weeks following the shootings.65 

Luna and Onofre also testified that, during the late night searches, police officers acted 

violently, damaged their belongings, and used abusive language. 

 At the police station, police officers twice paraded Aldape Guerra, handcuffed 

and with paper bags over his hands, in front of several witnesses as they waited to view 
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the lineup. One witness, Hilma Galván, repeatedly referred to Mexican nationals as 

mojados (“wetbacks”) throughout the night, and told several of the other witnesses that 

Mexicans migrate to the United States only to commit crime and steal jobs from U.S. 

citizens.66 Several witnesses testified that police officers allowed Galván to spend most of 

the night with ten year-old José Armijo, Jr., who was alone at the police station and 

arguably in complete shock only a few hours after witnessing the shooting of his father. 

Several of the witnesses also testified that they overheard Galván telling Jose Armijo, Jr. 

to blame Aldape Guerra—who Galván referred to as the mojado—for killing his father 

and Officer Harris. If little Armijo had originally stated that he never saw who the shooter 

was because his father shoved him under the dashboard to protect him, by the end of the 

night he was convinced that he saw Aldape Guerra shoot Officer Harris and his father. To 

address the claim made by Armjio, Atlas put Professor Elizabeth F. Loftus, an expert on 

false memory, on the witness stand. Loftus testified that Galván could have convinced 

Armijo to genuinely believe, and perhaps even visualize, that he saw Aldape Guerra 

shoot his father, even if it never actually happened.   

 Police officers had also omitted information from several witness statements 

provided to the police shortly after the shootings. Herlinda García, Patricia Diaz, and José 

Heredia had provided witness statements that identified “the short-haired man” as the 

shooter and “the long-haired man” as the man with his empty hands on the hood of 

officer Harris’ police car. At one point during the night, García had asked a police officer 

to read her statement because she could not read very well. The police officer refused to 

read it to her and demanded that she sign it.     

 After the lineup, García, Diaz, and Heredia had again told police that the fourth 

person in the lineup [Aldape Guerra] was not the shooter, that he was the man with his 

hands on the hood of officer Harris’ car. When police prepared Diaz and García’s second 
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witness statements, they again omitted this information.67 On two more occasions, during 

the police re-enactment of the shootings and again during the meeting with prosecutors 

one week before Aldape Guerra’s trial, García and Diaz reiterated their statements to the 

police and the prosecutors that the short-haired man shot and killed Officer Harris while 

the long-haired man stood with his hands on officer Harris’ car. Astonishingly, the police 

or prosecutors never shared this exculpatory information with Aldape Guerra’s defense 

attorneys.68 Police officers had also inserted into Diaz’ statement inaccurate information 

that “the long-haired man” pointed a gun in the direction of officer Harris’ police car and 

shot four times. Gloria Rubac, longtime activist and member for the Comite Pro-Defensa, 

attended the hearing and remembered that she felt outraged at what she was hearing, “I 

remember being so angry in that courtroom, at the arrogance, at the lies, the complicity 

between the cops and the district attorneys and the whole system. How can you do this? 

How can you possibly do this?”69   

 One by one, witnesses to the shooting of officer Harris testified that they either 

saw Aldape Guerra with his hands on the hood of the patrol car or saw Carrasco Flores 

shoot officer Harris. “Even being told that it was perjury,” Atlas recalled, “[the witnesses] 

didn’t back off, and they were cross-examined vigorously. Not one of them backed off 

from what they said or said anything that was materially inconsistent.”  

 During Atlas’ cross-examination of Dick Bax, one of the prosecutors from the 

Aldape Guerra’s 1982 trial, he asked why Aldape Guerra’s undocumented immigration 

status was relevant to the question of whether or not he posed a future danger to society, 

and whether or not he should be executed. The prosecutor referred to the danger of 

people who foment revolution by stealing machine guns, most likely an allusion to the 

prosecutor’s argument that Aldape Guerra was involved in the robbery of the Rebel Gun 
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Store prior to the shooting of officer Harris. Atlas repeated the question: “Why is the fact 

that Guerra came to Houston from Mexico without proper documentation relevant to the 

issue of whether he deserves to die?” “Well, I think I just answered that,” the prosecutor 

quipped. “No, sir. I don’t think you did,” Atlas said. “Well, I think I did. If you want to 

quarrel with me, we can take it out in the hallway,” the prosecutor snapped.70 “His 

answer was so outrageous,” Atlas remembered, “It reinforced our position that they 

would say and do anything in order to get Ricardo convicted and it didn’t matter how 

accurate or how relevant it was.”71 

 Although Atlas had already made a convincing case about the police and 

prosecutorial misconduct before and during Aldape Guerra’s 1982 trial, he was not going 

to pass up the opportunity to confront the prosecutors about their constant appeals to anti-

Mexican immigrant sentiment in Houston by repeatedly emphasizing Aldape Guerra’s 

undocumented immigration status to the jury. Indeed, Atlas included in Aldape Guerra’s 

writ for habeas corpus a study that demonstrated that anti-Mexican immigrant bias was 

widespread in Houston during Aldape Guerra’s trial. While preparing for Aldape 

Guerra’s application for habeas relief, Babcock had earlier recruited researchers from the 

University of Houston to design a research project that could abide by professional 

standards. The principal investigators for the Aldape Guerra Research Project—

Professors Emilio Zamora, Angela Valenzuela, and Nestor Rodriguez—analyzed 124 

Houston Post articles, 77 Houston Chronicle editorials, and 43 letters to the editor of the 

Houston Chronicle, along with a randomly selected sample of 183 editorials from both 

publications during a one-year period. The researchers, with the assistance of several 

students at the University of Houston, concluded that, “non-Hispanics were 

overwhelmingly negative in their opinions about immigrants and immigration,” where 
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the “most dramatic ratios were observed in the areas of crime, social services, and the 

economy.”72  

 In November 1994, Judge Hoyt entered an order granting relief to Aldape Guerra. 

He concluded that the pre-trial intimidation of witnesses, improper identification 

procedures, the failure to disclose materially exculpatory evidence, and the prosecutors’ 

use of known false evidence and known illegitimate arguments constituted violations of 

Aldape Guerra’s constitutional right to due process. In the conclusion to his opinion, 

Judge Hoyt wrote: “The police officers’ and the prosecutors’ actions described in these 

findings were intentional, were done in bad faith, and are outrageous. These men and 

women, sworn to uphold the law, abandoned their charge and became merchants of 

chaos. It is these type [of] flag-festooned police and law-and-order prosecutors who bring 

cases of this nature giving the public the unwarranted notion that the justice system has 

failed when a conviction is not obtained or a conviction is reversed. Their misconduct 

was designed and calculated to obtain a conviction and another ‘notch in their guns’ 

despite the overwhelming evidence that Carrasco was the killer and the lack of evidence 

pointing to Guerra.”73 Judge Hoyt ordered the Harris County District Attorney’s Office to 

either retry Aldape Guerra within thirty days or release him.  

 In an unlikely, if not unprecedented, act of judicial compassion, Judge Hoyt 

allowed Aldape Guerra’s parents to embrace him after the evidentiary hearing. It was the 

first time Aldape Guerra had made any physical contact with his parents in over a decade. 

It was indeed a rare expression of what Mumia Abu-Jamal (1996) calls “love—in a 

courtroom, a legal arena of death” (xvii). 

 Houston Police Chief Sam Nuchia, Harris County District Attorney Johnny 

Holmes, and the president of the Houston Police Officers Association (HPOA) sent 

letters to Texas Attorney General Dan Morales contesting Judge Hoyt’s decision and 

urging him to appeal the decision to the Fifth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. Holmes 
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wrote that it was “most disconcerting that the federal district court fails to define the 

harm, if any, that deprived Guerra of a fair trial.”74 Chief Nuchia wrote that only when 

the Texas Attorney General appeals Judge Hoyt’s decision “will the stain of the Court’s 

opinion be removed from the police officers and prosecutors of our city and justice truly 

served.”75 

 The Texas Attorney General’s office did appeal to the Fifth U.S. Circuit Court of 

Appeals. In 1996, the Court unanimously affirmed Judge Hoyt’s ruling that Aldape 

Guerra’s right to due process was violated due to police and prosecutorial misconduct.76 

It was a rare decision for a court that tended to side with prosecutors and that has been 

notoriously unsympathetic toward habeas corpus petitioners.77 Aldape Guerra’s case went 

back to state district court in Harris County, and Aldape Guerra was transferred from 

death row to a Harris County jail. Prosecutors wanted a new evidentiary hearing, arguing 

that Judge Hoyt did not allow the state to put several police officers on the witness stand. 

District Judge Werner Voigt granted the state a new hearing and appointed retired Court 

of Criminal Appeals Judge Frank Maloney to conduct it. Harris County prosecutors put 

several Houston police officers on the witness stand. The police officers recounted, 

almost verbatim, the “facts” from the witness statements that the police officers had 

doctored to implicate Aldape Guerra in 1982. Atlas remembered that Judge Maloney was 

not amused by the police officers’ rehearsed testimonies.  

 Judge Maloney’s opinion incorporated verbatim what Judge Hoyt had to say 

about the police and prosecutorial misconduct in Aldape Guerra’s case.78 He set Aldape 

Guerra’s new trial for May 1997. Significantly, Judge Maloney also granted Atlas’ 

request to prevent the use of the witness statements from the 1982 trial in Aldape 

Guerra’s new trial since Atlas had demonstrated that parts of the witness statements had 

                                                        
74 Johnny Holmes to Dan Morales, November 16, 1994, Atlas Collection.   
75 Sam Nuchia to Dan Morales, November 18, 1994, Atlas Collection.  
76 Guerra v. Johnson, 90 F.3d 1075 (5th Cir. 1996). 
77 “5th OKs Rare Death Row Inmate Retrial,” The National Law Journal, August 19, 1996, A6.  
78 The State of Texas v. Ricardo Aldape Guerra, cause no. 359, 805 (248th Judicial District, Harris 
County, 1997). 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been coerced or manipulated by the police and prosecutors. By the end of the hearing, 

Pam Harris, the widow of officer Harris, told the press that she was no longer certain that 

Aldape Guerra killed her husband.  

 Aldape Guerra’s appellate attorneys and members of the Comite Pro-Defensa 

knew that the D.A.’s office could not produce any new evidence of Aldape Guerra’s 

guilt. Aldape Guerra, however, did not share in the optimism. Rubac concluded, “I guess 

because of everything that had happened to him, he had no faith that anything good was 

going to come out of the criminal justice system.” Within days of Judge Maloney’s 

opinion, the Harris County District Attorney’s office suddenly dropped all charges 

against Aldape Guerra.     

 

 Aldape Guerra’s Heroic Return to Mexico 

 

 Aldape Guerra returned to Mexico after living on Texas’ death row for fifteen 

years for a crime he did not commit. He vowed to never return to the United States and 

urged other Mexican laborers not to migrate to the north. Rubac recalled that, “He said 

that he would never set foot on U.S. soil, never. He really hated Texas. He hated the U.S. 

He hated the whole system.”79 Atlas and several officials from the Mexican government, 

along with thousands of Aldape Guerra’s adoring fans, gathered at the airport to wait for 

his plane to land in Mexico. Atlas later recalled that, “Ricardo was not ready for the 

emotional reaction he received from his countrymen. He was unprepared for the mass of 

humanity reaching out to touch him as if he could heal them.”80 Aldape Guerra’s courage, 

bravery, and eventual defeat of the Texas legal system made him a cultural hero for 

Mexican and Chicana/o communities on both sides of the border because they were all-

too-familiar with the long histories of “justified” racism, violence, and death at the hands 

of the Texas legal system, from Rangers and rinches to police and prosecutors.  
                                                        
79 Gloria Rubac, interview by the author, November 23, 2010, Houston, Texas. Tapes in the 
author’s possession.  
80 Atlas 2002, 32. 
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 Jimenez and Rubac remember that the communities that mobilized in Aldape 

Guerra’s defense and brought public attention to the injustice of his conviction and death 

sentence were excluded from the victory. “We watched it on T.V.” Jimenez remembered. 

Members of the Comite Pro-Defensa were disappointed but not surprised from their 

exclusion from celebration surrounding Aldape Guerra’s release from death row. Jimenez 

believes that since Mexico was under increased scrutiny by the United States government 

to be more proactive in protecting the rights of Mexican nationals living in the United 

States, Vinson & Elkins provided the resources to defend Aldape Guerra as a larger 

investment, that is, as a favor to the Mexican government in order to gain access to the 

Mexican industries after the implementation of the North American Free Trade 

Agreement (NAFTA). Jimenez added, “That is why I have always said that Ricardo 

Aldape Guerra was the only working-class Mexican that benefited from NAFTA.”81 

 Before long, Aldape Guerra had joined the cast of a telenovela that portrayed his 

experiences with the Texas legal system. Jimenez believes that he was a symbol of 

Mexico’s commitment to human rights, and that government officials pressured Aldape 

Guerra to act in a telenovela. “I was puzzled by his acting in the telenovela because 

Ricardo was always so shy,” Jimenez recalled. Rubac also described Aldape Guerra as 

shy, soft-spoken, humble, and introverted. “I was shocked when he took the job with the 

soap opera. It just seemed so out of character,” Rubac remembered.  

 Several people who knew Aldape Guerra remember that twenty-three hours a day 

on death row and being denied any physical contact with any person besides corrections 

officers had a toll on him. Jimenez remembered that Aldape Guerra lacked basic social 

skills when he was released from death row. Babcock agreed, “We should have done 

more to get Ricardo counseling when he got out. I feel like we failed him in this respect.” 

Three months after his release from death row, Aldape Guerra died in a car 

accident on his way home from filming the telenovela. His untimely death stunned 

                                                        
81 Maria Jimenez, interview by the author, November 23, 2010, Houston, Texas. Tape in the 
author’s possession.  
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activists and communities that had fought for his life and freedom. “When I got the phone 

call that he had been killed in a wreck, I felt like somebody just stabbed me right through 

my heart.” Rubac recalled. She added, “I remember just sitting there, stunned, shocked, 

and sad. I wondered if he had been set up, if somebody had killed him, was it really an 

accident?” For some, Aldape Guerra’s sudden death was nothing more than an absurd 

ending to a remarkable story. For others, Aldape Guerra’s death was the calculated result 

of more dubious forces. And for others still, Aldape Guerra’s death was nothing short of 

divine intervention. “I think the circumstances surrounding his death speak more 

eloquently about the nature of justice than anything I can say,” said Houston Police 

Captain Richard Holland.82  

 

                                                        
82 Lisa M. Chimiola, “People react to ironic death on heels of freedom,” The Houston Chronicle, 
August 23, 1997.  
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Chapter Four 

 

The Isolation of Law 
 

It is sadly ironic that law, which offered for a time a promise of liberation from America’s historic reality 
of caste-based oppression, and did secure some rights of equality, has also served to legitimize the 
persistence of rampant, racially identifiable inequality. -Alan Freeman83 
 

  

 Ricardo Aldape Guerra was released from death row because a federal appeals 

court found that police and prosecutorial misconduct before and during his 1982 trial 

violated his right to due process.84 But this overdue act of justice never substantively 

addressed the prosecutors’ rhetoric and actions related to Aldape Guerra’s undocumented 

immigration status. Why were prosecutors allowed to repeatedly emphasize Aldape 

Guerra’s undocumented status to the jury even though it was not relevant to the crime for 

which he was charged? Why were prosecutors allowed to appeal to extreme anti-Mexican 

immigrant sentiment in Houston at the of Aldape Guerra’s trial to ignite any prejudicial 

attitudes among the jurors and to help secure his conviction and death sentence? Why 

were prosecutors allowed to tell the jury that they could consider Aldape Guerra’s 

undocumented immigration status when determining whether or not he posed a future 

threat to society? 

 

 The Racialization of Mexican Migrants in the U.S. Southwest 

 

Thomas Muller (1997) argues that economic uncertainty, job insecurity, large and 

sustained migrant inflows, and social, ethnic, and cultural disparities between new 

arrivals and the citizen majority are common features of prior historical periods of intense 
                                                        
83 Freeman (1997, 285).  
84 The State of Texas v. Ricardo Aldape Guerra, cause no. 359, 805 (248th Judicial District, Harris 
County, 1997). 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anti-immigrant sentiment (105). Although this is a logical conclusion to draw in the 

history of Mexicans in the United States, the resurgence of anti-Mexican migrant 

sentiment in the United States since the 1970s was not simply the product of a 

coalescence of certain social, political, and economic conditions. Rather, it was and 

continues to be reinforced by histories of racialization and racial ideologies perpetuated 

by North American authorities. Racism, nativism, and xenophobia have always been 

prominent reactions by the citizen majority to significant inflows of migrants throughout 

the history of the United States, and the U.S. legal system has historically been equally 

culpable in the racialization and marginalization of undocumented immigrants, especially 

immigrants from Mexico.  

A brief examination of the history of racialization of Mexicans in the United 

States demonstrates the continuing role of race and racism in contemporary legal 

discourses on Mexican immigration. The roots of racialization and racial violence against 

Mexicans and Chicano/as run deep in Texas soil. As José Saldívar (1991) writes, “By the 

end of the nineteenth century the ideological rhetoric of white supremacy dominated 

southern and southwestern politics and eventually became institutionalized in state 

discourses, laws, and narratives regulating relations between whites and nonwhites” 

(168).  

While processes of racialization of Mexicans originated during the social, 

cultural, political, and economic transformations of the U.S. Southwest throughout the 

nineteenth century, it was during the early-twentieth century that “Mexicans would 

become racialized aliens in the United States in large part by their illegal presence in the 

region that was once Mexico” (Ngai 2004, 55). Since the birth of the U.S.-Mexico border 

in 1848, Mexican migrant laborers have met demands for cheap, reliable labor for the 

growing North American capitalist economy, even as they were increasingly subjected to 

racial violence and discrimination. Mae Ngai (2004) writes that, “The agricultural labor 

market and immigration laws worked in tandem to create a kind of imported colonialism 

which constructed Mexicans working in the United States as a foreigner race and justified 
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their exclusion from the polity” (95). In the interest of agribusiness in the Southwest, the 

restrictionist immigration laws of the 1920s did not designate numerical limitations for 

migrants coming from Mexico or any other countries in the Western hemisphere 

(Montejano 1987, 182). However, while the government allowed Mexican immigration, 

it simultaneously constructed what Salinas (2011) calls “an enforcement potentiality” at 

the U.S.-Mexican border, as evidenced in the creation of the Border Patrol in 1924.  

The creation of the Border Patrol institutionalized beliefs by Anglo-American 

authorities that Mexican migrants needed to be managed through violent mechanisms of 

control. Indeed, Border Patrol agents treated Mexican migrants with the same brutality 

and cruelty that the Texas Rangers inflicted on Border Mexicans throughout the 

nineteenth century. As Ngai (2004) writes, “The quasi- and extra-legal practices 

associated with rancher vigilantism and the Texas Rangers suited the needs of the Border 

Patrol in the Southwest, particularly when it involved patrolling large expanses of 

uninhabited territory far removed from Washington’s bureaucratic oversight” (70). 

Jorge Bustamante (1972) argues that the term “wetback” became racialized and 

synonymous with deviance only after the Border Patrol made the illegal status of 

unauthorized Mexican migrants more visible in social and economic interactions between 

migrants and Anglo-American employers. Bustamante writes that, “We must analyze the 

‘wetback’ in interaction, singling out the responses of the various groups making up the 

network which labels his behavior as deviant. The deviant character of the ‘wetback,’ 

then, lies not in him nor in his behavior but in the superimposition of the deviant label on 

him” (1972, 712). The new demarcation between the North American citizen and the 

illegal Mexican migrant was significant for its construction of new categories of racial 

difference and hierarchy. Before long, Anglo-Americans across the United States held 

racial stereotypes about illegal Mexican migrants that reduced the entire caste to 

biological inferiority, ignorance, filth, indolence, and criminality.   

Despite the pervasiveness of racial ideologies about Mexican migrants, the degree 

of actual enforcement of immigration policies has historically been almost entirely 
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contingent on the specific labor needs of the North American capitalist economy. This 

symbiotic relationship is evidenced, for example, by the mass recruitment of Mexican 

laborers to industries in the Northwest in the 1920s, the forced expulsion of Mexican 

laborers after the Great Depression in the 1930s, the mass importation of Mexican 

workers to fill the labor shortage during the Second World War through the Bracero 

Program, and the execution of “Operation Wetback” aimed at deporting tens of thousands 

of unwanted Mexican immigrants in 1954. 

However, beginning in the late 1960s, social, economic, political, and juridical 

factors severed the symbiotic relationship between actual immigration enforcement and 

the labor needs of the U.S. capitalist economy, resulting in what Douglass Massey (2007) 

calls an “escalating politics of contradiction.” At the same time that the U.S. political 

economy continues to encourage the integration of transnational neoliberal capitalist 

markets it also insists on the criminalization and punishment of the transnational Mexican 

labor force because of their unauthorized cross-border migration. In 1986, for example, 

the same year Mexico entered in to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), 

the U.S. Congress enacted the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA), a bill that 

significantly expanded resources for immigration enforcement and initiated the 

militarization of the U.S.-Mexican border. In 1994, Congress enacted the North 

American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) just a few years before it enacted the Illegal 

Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRIRA) of 1996. 

While the 1965 Immigration Act finally put an end to the overtly racist national 

origin quota system, thereby allowing more non-Western Europeans to migrate to the 

United States, it also imposed limitations on the number of authorized immigrants that 

were permitted to migrate from Mexico and other countries in the Western hemisphere. 

With opportunities for authorized migration to the Unites States severely diminished, 

there was a significant influx of unauthorized Mexican immigration beginning in the late 

1960s (Ngai 2004, 260). What resulted was a growing public perception in the United 

States that the U.S.-Mexico border was not adequately protected against an 
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unprecedented number of unauthorized migrants coming to the United States from 

Mexico (Nevins 2002, 62). 

Moreover, the combined oil and energy crises in the mid-1970s that led to an 

economic recession in the United States also made undocumented Mexican migrants an 

easy target to scapegoat for the country’s economic problems. This was not unlike earlier 

historical periods of economic crisis when immigrant populations were accused of 

overburdening public welfare programs and other social resources.85 The 1970s also saw 

the emergence of a new media activism in which mainstream outlets helped create and 

sustain heightened public panic about unauthorized immigration by consistently featuring 

stories that emphasized the negative socioeconomic impacts of unauthorized 

immigration, especially immigration from Mexico (Nevins 2002, 63).86 According to 

Nevins, “The press played a key role in legitimating the perception of a ‘Mexican 

invasion’ by uncritically reporting INS reports alleging that unauthorized migrants were 

producers of poverty, crime, and joblessness” (64).  

Illustrative of the enduring role of racism and colorism in dominant discourses on 

immigration, several scholars point to the Mariel Boatlift, in which 125,000 Cuban 

refugees arrived along the Miami coast in the spring of 1980, as one of the events that 

crystallized the crisis mentality in the United States and influenced much of the 

subsequent public debate on issues of border policing and immigration policy.87 Indeed, 

widely televised images of Black and Brown refugee bodies that appeared to be literally 

flooding the coastline of the United States had a profound effect on constructing a climate 

of fear about illegal immigration during the early 1980s (Dunn 1996).  

In response to growing public panic about the threat of unauthorized immigration 

to national security, the U.S. government expanded the Immigration and Naturalization 

Service (INS), especially the Border Patrol, and, in doing so, initiated the militarization 

of the U.S.-Mexico border. The Carter administration (1978-80) supported INS 
                                                        
85 See, e.g., Lee (2003) 
86 See also, Fernandez (1983). 
87 See, e.g., Dunn (1996), Nevins (2002). 
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equipment upgrades and enhancements, including electronic intrusion-detection ground 

sensors and transmitters, and increased research on the effectiveness of various radar and 

infrared detection systems (Dunn 1996, 38).88 The Reagan administration (1981-88) also 

encouraged the hostile reaction against immigrants by supporting a 130% increase in 

congressional funding for the INS and a 41% increase in its authorized staff in part as a 

response to the passage of the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) of 1986, 

which charged the INS with improving immigration enforcement and “regaining control” 

of the U.S.-Mexico border (42). However, as Timothy Dunn points out, “Equipment and 

construction for INS service-oriented programs were rarely mentioned during the Reagan 

years in the voluminous annual INS budget documents submitted to Congress, which 

seems especially curious given the massive, high-profile legalization programs mandated 

by IRCA” (45, emphasis added). Instead, expansions of surveillance technologies and 

construction of new detention infrastructures (concentrated in the U.S. Southwest) were 

“justified” to the public by the Reagan administration’s “war on drugs” and the emphasis 

on drug enforcement in IRCA of 1986 (43-45).  

The Reagan administration regularly blurred the lines separating immigration and 

drug enforcement in order to “justify” the expansion of the INS and Border Patrol, the 

use of cross-deputization to inflate the authority of law enforcement agents, and increased 

collaboration between civilian law enforcement agencies and the U.S. military. 

Significantly, in sharp contrast to the policies and practices of the INS under the Carter 

administration (which used only short-term detention and maintained an interest in the 

well-being of undocumented migrants while in INS custody), the INS under the Reagan 

administration strategically transformed immigrant detention from a quick transitional 

step in the process of deportation to a form of long-term punishment (Dunn 1996, 46).89  

                                                        
88 Between 1978 and 1980, the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) received a 24% 
increase in financial resources and an 8.7% increase in authorized staff (Dunn 1996, 38).  
89 Under the Reagan administration, the INS also targeted people seeking political asylum from 
countries allied with the United States to punish with long-term detention (Dunn 1996, 46-48). 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 Today, the enforcement of immigration laws is a central component in the U.S. 

prison-industrial complex, as evidenced in the shift toward the primacy of punishment in 

immigration polices and procedures since the 1980s and the vast militarization of the 

U.S.-Mexico border. The result has been increased institutional collaborations between 

local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies, as well as the broad use of cross-

deputization to expand the authority of law enforcement agents. Systematic institutional 

collaborations are mandated by anti-immigrant legislation such as 287(g) and SB1070. 

Robert Koulish (2009) writes, “Through the 287(g) program, the federal government 

outsourced its immigration authority to state and local officials. Once in state and local 

hands, such authority can then be further outsourced to private detention centers, where 

gulag-like conditions help create and perpetuate an anti-constitutional regime” (19).90 

Indeed, there is perhaps no clearer illustration of enduring relationship between law, U.S. 

capitalism, and racialized discourses on Mexicans immigration than increasing 

institutional collaborations between ICE, local law enforcement departments, and the for-

profit prison industry.  

Moreover, after September 11, 2001, the conflation of immigration enforcement 

with national security encourages, even necessitates, the simultaneous conflation in the 

North American imagination of the racialized figures of the undocumented Mexican 

migrant and the extremist Muslim terrorist as the prototypical “anticitizen.” Ben V. 

Olguín (2010) writes, “September 11 introduced not only a new enemy—the dark-

skinned Muslim male—but a new way of understanding the old racial minority ‘menace 

to society’ who, historically, has been figured as a Black male and/or, with increasing 

frequency, a Latino male. Today, the two villains—the international and the domestic—

have become indistinguishable” (3). Sometimes conflations of the undocumented 

Mexican migrant and the extremist Muslim terrorist are explicit. When, for example, a 

Mexican drug cartel detonated a car bomb on the streets of Juárez in July 2010, 

mainstream media immediately linked the event with Muslim extremist terrorism. The 

                                                        
90 See also, Philips et. al. (2006).  
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analysis provided by Richard Schwein, the former FBI special agent in charge of the El 

Paso office, illustrates the hyper-simplistic worldview of such conflations: “It certainly 

seems like they’ve taken a page out of the Middle East,” Schwein told the El Paso 

Times.91 

 

The Isolation of Law from Histories of Racialization 

 

Dominant trends in U.S. antidiscrimination jurisprudence since the mid-twentieth 

century have no recollection of histories of racialization of Mexican migrants. This 

isolation has significant implications for the rights protections of undocumented Mexican 

migrants put on trial in the U.S. legal system. Although antidiscrimination laws were 

implemented to protect against racial discrimination, the isolation of law from histories of 

racialization renders them inadequate to protect undocumented Mexican migrants. There 

have been several similar critiques about the isolation of law from histories of 

racialization and racial oppression against Black and Latino/a Americans.92 Alan 

Freeman (1997), for example, argues that the primary concern of contemporary 

antidiscrimination jurisprudence “is with rooting out the behaviors of individual bad 

actors who have engaged in ‘prejudicial’ discriminatory practices…in an otherwise 

nondiscriminatory social realm” (285). To gain constitutional protections from 

antidiscrimination laws thus requires evidence of individual or institutional intent to 

engage in prejudicial discriminatory practices.  

So, for example, when Warren McCleskey, a Black death row inmate in Georgia, 

claimed that his death sentence resulted from racial discrimination by citing a study that 

demonstrated how Black defendants were more likely to receive the death penalty than 

white defendants and especially if the victim was white, the U.S. Supreme Court rejected 

                                                        
91 Ramon Bracamontes, “Experts: Car bomb in Juárez mimics Middle East terrorist tactics,” El 
Paso Times, July 17, 2010.  
92 See, e.g., Crenshaw 1988, Flowers 1988, and Freeman 1998. 
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his claim since he could only prove discriminatory effects and not discriminatory intent.93 

He was executed in Georgia’s electric chair in 1991. 

In contrast to Black and Latino/a citizens, illegal racial discrimination against 

undocumented Mexican migrants can be masked under the rubric of legal forms of 

discrimination based on their unauthorized cross-border migration into the United States. 

For example, although “illegal alien” is widely used term that designates a non-citizen 

whose unauthorized presence in the country is in violation of immigration law, its 

derogatory and racialized signification is revealed when it is properly situated within 

histories of the racialization of Mexican migrants. As Kevin Johnson (1997) writes that, 

“Though the term ‘illegal aliens’ fails to identify migrants of a particular nationality, 

study of its use in context reveals clearly that, at least in the Southwest, the term refers to 

undocumented Mexicans and plays off of stereotypes about Mexicans” (171). Joseph 

Nevins (2002) adds that, “We cannot divorce growing emphasis on ‘illegal aliens’ from 

the long history in the United States of largely race-based anti-immigrant sentiment 

rooted in fear and/or rejection of those deemed as outsiders, a history that is inextricably 

tied to a context of exploitation and political and economic marginalization of certain 

migrant populations” (96). Divorced from histories of racialization and its historical 

emergence and etymology as racialized and derogatory, the so-called “race-neutral” term 

“illegal alien” is frequently used in legal and political contexts as an effective rhetorical 

strategy to racialize, marginalize, and criminalize undocumented Mexican migrants 

without fear of judicial scrutiny from antidiscrimination laws. 

Histories of racialization of Mexican migrants demonstrates how discrimination 

against Mexican migrants on the basis of their undocumented immigration status entails 

the logic of an oppositional binary, what Jacques Derrida (1981, 41) calls a “violent 

hierarchy,” between white citizen and racialized alien. Discrimination on the basis of 

undocumented status appears to be a form of what Etienne Balibar (1991) calls neo-

racism, or “a racism whose dominant theme is not biological heredity but the 

                                                        
93 See McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279 (1987). 
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insurmountability of cultural differences” (21). However, Torres, et. al. (1999) argue that 

while “the new cultural racism does not appear to exclude and marginalize populations 

on the basis of their biological heritage, one cannot really discount the element of biology 

since those who belong to the incommensurable cultures are most often non-white” (10). 

If, for example, the prosecutors’ repeated emphasis on Aldape Guerra’s status as an 

“illegal alien” was not enough to construct him as violent and dangerous or to convince 

the jury of his continuing threat to (white) society, the life-like wax mannequins served to 

reinforce racial stereotypes by providing the jury with a corporeal representation of the 

prototypical “illegal alien” to generate fear in the physical presence of Mexican danger 

and criminality, even if only artificially.  

The skin color, hair texture, facial features, and stature of the mannequins served 

to reinforce racial distinctions, or what Peter Wade (1997, 15) calls “vital signifiers of 

difference,” between the white citizen and the racialized alien. As attorney Scott Atlas 

argued in Aldape Guerra’s writ for habeas corpus, “The State used the mannequins to 

remind the jury constantly that Carrasco, who died a violent death, and Guerra were two 

of a kind: both Mexican, both violent, both to be feared.”94 The prosecutor’s use of life-

like wax mannequins of Carrasco Flores and Aldape Guerra was also a literal 

rearticulation (and eerie affirmation) of Richard Flores’ (2002) notion of the “Mexican as 

prosthesis as both a metaphor and metonym for the larger public discourse on Mexicans 

in the United States,” where, as Flores writes, “Mexicans were incorporated, attached, or 

added on to the project of the nation, not as equal or even lesser subjects but as 

disembodied arms, backs, hands, and muscle…leaving them lame to the rights and 

liberties their subjectless bodies support” (105).  

 If the oppositional binary between citizen and alien in dominant discourses on 

Mexican immigration draws sustenance from biological racism and culturally based neo-

racism, then discrimination against Mexican migrants because of their undocumented 

status is racial discrimination. To label an undocumented Mexican migrant as an “illegal 

                                                        
94 Ex Parte Ricardo Aldape Guerra (1997), 88. 
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alien” or to discriminate against undocumented Mexican migrants because of their 

undocumented status is to revive histories of racialization and to reproduce conditions of 

inclusion and exclusion in U.S. civil society along racial lines in the post-civil rights era. 

But the prefix “post” in “post-civil rights era” does not signify that the social vision and 

demands of the civil rights movement are over or dead. As Wendy Brown (2010) writes, 

“‘Post’ indicates a very particular condition of afterness in which what is past is not left 

behind, but, on the contrary, relentlessly conditions, even dominates a present that 

nevertheless also breaks in some way with this past” (21). Indeed, the “post” in “post-

civil rights era” dominates the present in ways that undermine the radical social visions 

and demands of the civil rights era. That is, proponents of a so-called “colorblind society” 

and “post-racial nation” are quick to point to the antidiscrimination laws that resulted 

from the civil rights movement as evidence that the U.S. legal system has ameliorated 

long histories of racism within the law. Judges, moreover, are equally quick to dismiss 

substantive claims of racial discrimination by deflecting guilt from the institution to the 

individual and, in doing so, rendering entire histories of institutional racialization and 

racial oppression irrelevant. 

The end of the symbiotic relationship between the degree of actual enforcement of 

immigration laws and the specific labor needs of the U.S. capitalist economy after the 

mid-twentieth century initiated new discourses on immigration that centralized the 

“illegality” of undocumented Mexican migrants and reduced the entire class to violence, 

danger, and criminality. Since then, the (nonviolent) act of unauthorized cross-border 

migration has served as the basis for the instant criminalization of undocumented 

Mexican migrants and initiates a series of designed or reactionary processes of 

punishment, from the enactment of draconian anti-immigrant legislation that excludes 

undocumented Mexican migrants from critical social resources to the rise of violence 
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committed against Mexican immigrants and the alarming proliferation of anti-immigrant 

“nativist” organizations in recent years.95  

The disruption of the one hundred year relationship was, in large part, due to the 

rise of panic and fear in the U.S. body politic about the influx of unauthorized non-

Western European immigrants, especially immigrants from Mexico. The panic created an 

obsession in the citizen majority with controlling unauthorized immigration and ushered 

in discourses on immigration that emphasized punishment for undocumented Mexican 

migrants and expanded the militarization of immigration enforcement. The result is that 

the U.S. government, through the legal system, criminalizes and punishes undocumented 

Mexican laborers living in the United States at the same time the U.S. neoliberal 

capitalist economy demands cheap and “expendable” Mexican labor forces. This 

fundamental contradiction is frequently sidestepped with political jargon or flatly ignored 

in dominant discourses on immigration.  

Much like the legal system cannot account for histories of racialization of 

Mexican migrants, the role of the legal system in the criminalization and punishment of 

undocumented Mexican migrants suggests that it also cannot account for the effects of 

transnational neoliberal capitalism on the cross-border movement of Mexican labor 

forces. This failure cultivates flawed legal reasoning that equates “illegality” with danger 

and criminality and, as such, renders the U.S. legal system inadequate to protect 

                                                        
95 One recent example of this violence is the beating death of Luis Ramirez, a young 
undocumented factory and agricultural worker. According to the New York Times, four white 
teenagers “singled out a Mexican immigrant for a beating and made anti-Mexican remarks.” 
Ramirez was killed in Shenandoah, Pennsylvania where the “Hispanic” population had increased 
to about 10% in 2008 from 2.8% in 2000, and where the neighboring county to Shenandoah saw a 
175.9% growth rate in “Hispanics” between 2000 and 2006. See Sean D. Hamill, “Mexican’s 
death bares a town’s ethnic tension,” New York Times, August 5, 2008, U.S. Census Bureau, 
“Hispanics in the United States,” 
http://www.census.gov/population/www/socdemo/hispanic/hispanic_pop_presentation.html 
(Accessed 9 November 2010). Moreover, according to the Southern Poverty Law and Research 
Center, anti-immigrant vigilante groups soared by nearly 80%, adding some 136 new groups 
during 2009 alone (Potok 2010). See also, Jesse McKinley and Malia Wollan, “New border fear: 
Violence by a rogue militia,” New York Times, June 27, 2009.  
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undocumented Mexican migrants against forms of discrimination based on their 

unauthorized presence in the United States.  

The trial of Aldape Guerra demonstrates how this legal reasoning allows 

prosecutors to use the immigration status of undocumented defendants to effectively 

criminalize them and to secure their severe punishment in courts of law even when there 

is no evidence that the defendant poses a threat to society. Harris County prosecutors told 

jurors that they could consider Aldape Guerra’s undocumented immigration status when 

determining whether or not he posed a future threat to society, and thus whether he would 

live or be executed.96 This reasoning—that undocumented immigration status is evidence 

of a propensity for crime and violence—was not isolated to deep east Texas but was in 

fact held high in Texas’s judicial system. In response to the claim in Aldape Guerra’s writ 

of habeas corpus that the prosecutors’ emphasis on Aldape Guerra’s undocumented 

immigration status during the punishment phase of his trial “appealed to ethnic 

prejudice,” former Attorney General of Texas Dan Morales argued that, “The 

prosecutor’s reference to [Aldape] Guerra’s status as an illegal alien during the 

punishment phase of the trial was proper because it demonstrated that [Aldape] Guerra 

had a general disregard for this country’s laws and tended to show that he would 

probably be a danger to society in the future.”97  

The flawed legal reasoning that equates “illegality” with criminality and danger is 

not only used to criminalize undocumented defendants and to ensure their severe 

punishment in courts of law but is also the underlying rationale of federal jurisprudence 

                                                        
96 A group of attorneys and scholars submitted a brief of amici curiae on behalf of Aldape Guerra 
in Ex Parte Ricardo Aldape Guerra (1997) that argued that the prosecutors’ use of Aldape 
Guerra’s undocumented immigration status as evidence that he posed a future threat to society 
violated the ban of prejudicial evidence in the Texas rules of evidence and the Fourteenth 
Amendment. The brief included empirical data that shows that unauthorized migrants were less 
likely to commit future crimes and that there was a lower crime rate among unauthorized 
migrants than the general population. The brief also includds studies about negative media 
representations of unauthorized Mexican migrants and the widespread negative public opinion 
toward Mexican migrants in Houston at the time of Aldape Guerra’s 1982 trial.  
97 Guerra v. Collins, 20. 
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and policies that severely impact the life experiences of the entire class of undocumented 

immigrants living in the United States. In June 1982, the U.S. Supreme Court declared in 

Plyler v. Doe that a Texas statute that withheld public funds from being used toward the 

education of undocumented migrant children and authorized school districts to deny 

enrollment to undocumented migrant children was a violation of the Equal Protection 

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.98 One of the main reasons 

behind the Court’s decision was that undocumented children were in the United States 

illegally by “no fault of their own” and thus should not be punished by being denied 

access to basic public education.99 However, as Virginia Raymond writes,  

 

If immigrant children are “innocent,” how are we viewing their parents and other 
 adults? The rhetoric of “innocent children” fed its opposite: a murky specter of 
 sophisticated, savvy, and immoral adult immigrants who purposely manipulate 
 U.S. laws and practices for personal pecuniary gain. The children didn’t break the 
 law; their parents did. Bad parents, innocent kids.100 

 

The language of the equal protection clause appears to be straightforward: “Nor 

shall any State…deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the 

law.”101 Although the Court rejected Texas’ claim that undocumented immigrants were 

not “persons within the jurisdiction” of the state of Texas and therefore had no right to 

the equal protection of Texas law, it essentially adopted the logic of Texas’s claim as its 

                                                        
98 The Plyler decision intensified anti-Mexican immigrant hostility because of the widespread 
belief that undocumented Mexican migrants come to the United States to exploit public welfare 
programs and other social resources. Indeed, Aldape Guerra’s appellate attorneys cited the Plyler 
decision and the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1982 as two events that “inordinately 
inflamed prejudicial attitudes” about undocumented Mexican migrants during his trial (Ex Parte 
Ricardo Aldape Guerra [1997], 111). Court transcripts show that some jurors in Aldape Guerra’s 
trial expressed reservations about the Plyler decision (Ex Parte Ricardo Aldape Guerra [1997], 
121). 
99 Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202 (1982), 220.  
100 Raymond n.d., 639.  
101 U.S. Constitution, amendment 14, section 1.  
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own by bestowing a permanent non-innocence and deviance on adult undocumented 

immigrants living in the United States.102  

The effects of transnational neoliberal capitalism on the cross-border movement 

of workers must be recognized and accounted for by the U.S. legal system.103 

Undocumented migrants must be seen in the eyes of the law as morally “innocent” 

transnational workers, not conscious criminals. Laborers who decide to migrate to the 

United States without the government’s permission are responding to material forces 

created by increasingly globalized neoliberal capitalist economies.104 As Chacon and 

Davis (2006) write, “The global relocation of peoples happens regardless of where 

political borders are located, since the migration of peoples—much like the migration of 

corporations—is the result of global economic transactions” (91).  

This is especially the case with Mexico, a country that, to date, has signed more 

trade agreements than any other country in the world (Henriques and Patel 2004), and a 

country in which the government’s rural development strategy is based on the assumption 

that a large portion of the rural poor would move either to the cities or to the United 

States (Fox and Gaspar Rivera-Salgado 2004, 205). Beginning with the General 

Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT) in 1987 to joining of the Organization for 

Economic Cooperation and Development and the North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA) in 1994, the rise of neoliberalism in Mexico has initiated a government model 

that implements social and economic policies that ensure the stability of the free-market 

economy and increase Mexico’s cooperation with other international free-market 

economies.  

                                                        
102 Plyler v. Doe 457 U.S. 202 (1982), 211. 
103 For a discussion of the primary role that employers in the United States play in the recruitment 
of foreign workers, see Rodríguez (2004). Rodríguez argues that, “From the importation of 
contract Mexican workers from 1942 to 1964 to the present employment of foreign-born workers 
in primary and secondary labor markets, employers have played critical functions in recruiting 
foreign-born labor into the U.S. economy” (453).  
104 See, e.g., Robinson (2008), Chacon and Davis (2006). 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This is not to suggest that Mexican migration is somehow a natural process 

independent of state forces, a discourse that, as Cristina Salinas (2011) argues, 

“symbolically reduces Mexican laborers to animals.” Rather, it urges the opposite: 

reorienting the legal system to account for the effects of transnational neoliberal 

capitalism on the cross-border movement of labor forces would transform dominant 

discourses on immigration in more rational and humane directions. Reorienting the legal 

system to account for the effects of transnational neoliberal capitalism will ameliorate 

flawed legal reasoning that equate “illegality” with danger and criminality and, like 

Bustamante’s (1972) analysis of the “wetback,” will expose the fact that danger and 

deviance is not in the behavior of undocumented Mexican migrants but, rather, the 

characteristics of “danger” and “deviance” are superimposed on them.  

If new discourses on Mexican immigration that equate “illegality” with danger 

and criminality emerged in the aftermath of the end of the symbiotic relationship between 

actual immigration enforcement and the needs of the U.S. capitalist economy, and if the 

end of this relationship was in part because of the influx of non-Western European Black 

and Brown immigrants, then the dominance of legal reasoning that equates “illegality” 

with danger and criminality in immigration jurisprudence means that the U.S. legal 

system fails to account for political contradictions that are most powerfully motivated by 

the racial aspects of dominant discourses on Mexican immigration. This is not only 

additional evidence of the ongoing role of race and racism in dominant discourses on 

Mexican immigration, but it also helps us better understand why the Supreme Court, in 

Plyler, was willing to impose limits on the seemingly limitless promise of equal 

protection for any person within the jurisdiction of the United States. As Jason Lee 

(2008) argues,  

 While a number of lower courts were willing to overlook these individuals 
 violations of the country’s immigration laws, legal realism would suggest that 
 the Supreme Court may have felt uncomfortable doing so when Plyler was 
 decided in 1982, a period in which animus toward illegal immigration was 
 beginning to flourish. The irony, of course, is that one of the major purposes 
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 behind the Equal Protection Clause is to protect the rights of unpopular and 
 vulnerable groups. (22-23). 

 

The failure of the equal protection clause to protect the class of adult undocumented 

migrants because of the racial aspects of dominant discourses on Mexican immigration   

signifies a blatant disregard by the U.S. legal system for Justice Blackmun’s warning that, 

“We cannot—we dare not—let the equal protection clause perpetuate racial 

supremacy.”105 

 

 Racism and White Supremacy in the U.S. Legal System 

 

The isolation of law from histories of racialization of Mexican migrants allows 

prosecutors to racialize undocumented defendants by referencing their immigration status 

without fear of judicial scrutiny from antidiscrimination laws. The isolation of law from 

the effects of transnational neoliberal capitalism on the cross-border movement of labor 

forces allows prosecutors to equate “illegality” with danger and criminality and thus to 

use the immigration status of undocumented defendants as evidence that they pose a 

future threat to society. This degree of engagement with racism and processes of 

racialization within the U.S. legal system is an anathema to the achievements of the civil 

rights movement and the promise of antidiscrimination laws, and the ability of 

prosecutors and judges to impose severe punishment on defendants even when there is no 

evidence that the pose a threat to society allows for the reproduction of racialized social 

orders in ways that have long been prohibited by the erasure of miscegenation laws and 

Jim Crow policies.  

If, as Carl Gutiérrez-Jones (1995, 49) argues, the “explicit institutional moment” 

of the trial reveals the “subtle rhetorical influences underlying more explicit ideological 

practices,” then it is also possible to locate explicit ideological influences underlying 

                                                        
105 Regents of the University of California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978). 
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subtle rhetorical practices.106 The subtle rhetorical practice of referencing the 

immigration status of undocumented defendants reflects and reinforces underlying racist 

and white supremacist ideologies that draw on histories of racialization. The treatment of 

undocumented Mexican migrants by the U.S. legal system suggests that residues of 

racism and white supremacy remain in the legal system today.

                                                        
106 Gutiérrez-Jones (1995) also argues that the “subtle rhetorical influences underlying more 
explicit ideological practices” during trials function to “place constraints on conceptions of 
change while they perpetuate particular institutional designs” (49).  
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     Chapter Five 

 

El Corrido de Ricardo Aldape Guerra 
 

What it is a camp? What is its political-juridical structure? How could such events have taken place there? 
This will lead us to look at the camp not as a historical fact and an anomaly that—though admittedly still 
with us—belongs nonetheless to the past, but rather in some sense as the hidden matrix and nomos of the 
political space in which we still live. -Giorgio Agamben107 

 

A few days before the state was set to execute Ricardo Aldape Guerra, activists 

with the Comite Pro-Defensa showed up on the doorstep of a norteño musician in 

Houston and asked him to compose a heroic corrido about the injustice of Aldape 

Guerra’s conviction and death sentence. They hoped that telling Aldape Guerra’s story 

through the heroic corrido form would encourage Mexican and Chicana/o communities to 

mobilize in his defense. The heroic corrido form emerged along the Lower Texas-

Mexican Border in the mid-nineteenth century as a Mexican cultural and ideological 

expression of resistance against racism, violence, and death at the hands of Anglo-Texan 

authorities. This chapter examines two corridos composed about the injustice of Aldape 

Guerra’s conviction and death sentence, “Soy Inocente” and “Al Filo de la Muerta.”108 

 First, I show how corridos about Aldape Guerra are influenced by the heroic 

corrido genre and the victim corrido genre that emerged after the Second World War, a 

genre defined by the transfer of heroism from the individual, who is portrayed as a 

helpless victim of racial discrimination, to the Mexican and Chicano/a communities who 

mobilize in their defense. The use of the heroic corrido style and thematics is significant 

almost a century after the heroic corrido lost prominence as a cultural and ideological 

expression of resistance. The double influence of the heroic corrido genre and postwar 

victim corrido genre on corridos about Aldape Guerra is significant for its rejection of 

strict dichotomies between the heroic and victim corrido genres. But I am interested in a 
                                                        
107 Agamben (2001, 36).  
108 “I am Innocent” and “At the Edge of Death.” 
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deeper reading of corridos about Aldape Guerra. I am interested in what the use of the 

heroic corrido genre and the influence of the postwar victim corrido genre on corridos 

about Aldape Guerra suggests about the oppressive conditions for undocumented 

Mexican migrants living in the United States in the current historical moment.  

I follow Jose E. Limón (1992) and “probe beyond the corrido’s manifest 

significations” toward Frederic Jameson’s three levels of the political unconscious (30). I 

argue that, at the second level of the political unconscious, the influence of the postwar 

victim corrido genre on corridos about Aldape Guerra—and the shift from the heroic 

corrido genre to the victim corrido genre after the Second World War more generally—

says more about the hegemony of state-sanctioned legal-juridical processes and the quick 

suppression of revolutionary social vision and action that challenges that hegemony than 

it does about the decline of the revolutionary social vision and action of Mexican and 

Chicano/a communities throughout the twentieth century as some corrido scholars have 

suggested.  

 I also argue that, at the third level of the political unconscious, the use of the 

heroic corrido form to tell Aldape Guerra’s story is politically and ideologically 

significant because it brings critical attention to the continuation of some of the 

oppressive conditions that plagued Mexican communities along the Lower Texas-

Mexican border during the period of intense conflict between Mexicans and Anglo-

Texans beginning in the mid-nineteenth century when the heroic corrido form first 

emerged as a cultural expression of resistance. In particular, the use of the heroic corrido 

form brings attention to the continued role of racist and white supremacist ideologies and 

practices within the U.S. legal system in maintaining a disenfranchised and expendable 

caste of mechanistic Mexican labor bodies without rights to feed into the U.S. capitalist 

labor market. I also argue that the use of the heroic corrido form to tell Aldape Guerra’s 

story brings attention to the subsequent fact that the U.S. legal system remains a site to 

facilitate desires to punish undocumented Mexican migrants that resist or commit any 

degree of real or perceived harm to white elites and their class allies. Corridos about 
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Aldape Guerra thus become what Teresa McKenna (1997) calls a “form in 

transformation…which bridges the periodization…and becomes a key element in the 

residual effects of the drama which are still being played today” (186). 

 

 The Rise and Fall of the Heroic Corrido Form   

 

 In With His Pistol in His Hand (1958), Américo Paredes demonstrated how the 

heroic corrido became the most dominant form of Mexican balladry along the Lower 

Texas-Mexican Border as a direct response to the oppressive social, economic, political, 

and juridical conditions introduced by the encroachment of Anglo-American culture and 

capitalism following the birth of the U.S.-Mexico border in 1848.109 Paredes calls these 

conditions and transformations the “pacification” of the Lower Texas-Mexican border. 

“It was the Treaty of Guadalupe that added the final element to Rio Grande society, a 

border.” Paredes writes. “A restless and acquisitive people, exercising rights of conquest, 

disturbed the old ways” (15). Indeed, the barbed wire division of the open range, the 

completion of the southern route of the transcontinental railroad, and the widespread 

swindling or outright theft of Mexican lands by Anglo-American settlers facilitated the 

expansion of North American capitalism in the Southwest and restructured social 

hierarchies with Anglos at the top, Blacks and Mexicans at the bottom. Paredes writes 

that, “The Mexican was forced to sell his land, and if he did not, his widow usually did 

after her husband was ‘executed’ for alleged cattle rustling” (134). Stories about the 

violent takeover of Mexican lands and resources and the quick corporeal punishment of 

Mexicans who resisted that takeover are numerous in cross-generational family histories 

                                                        
109  Limón (1992) adds that a history of collective social resistance preceded the emergence of the 
Lower Border balladry, resistance that served as the “social source of the ballad’s heroic 
thematics.” Limón writes that militant newspapers in major towns in south Texas, left-of-center 
labor union activity, and organized reformist political activity that sought redress for social 
grievances through institutional means were examples of the social resistance that necessarily 
preceded the emergence of Lower Border balladry (25). For an important historical study of 
Mexican workers and labor union activity during the early twentieth century, see Zamora (1993).  
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and academic historical studies of relations between Anglos and Mexicans in Texas. 

 Anglo-Texans “justified” their treatment of Mexicans by appealing to racial 

stereotypes that Mexicans were biologically inferior, degenerate, cruel, cowardly, and 

treacherous (Paredes 1958, 16). Used during the 1830s and 1840s as war propaganda, 

such beliefs about Mexicans solidified into dominant racial ideologies throughout the 

twentieth century, which remain intact today. “As long as the majority of the population 

accepted [these beliefs] as fact,” Paredes writes, Anglo-Texans “could rob, cheat, or kill 

the Border Mexican without suffering sanctions whether from law or from public 

opinion. And if the Mexican retaliated, the law stepped in to defend or to avenge his 

persecutors” (21-22). Anglo-Texan authorities and elites used judicial and extrajudicial 

forms of violence against Mexicans to assert and secure their social, political, and 

economic dominance.110 Paredes argues that the killing of innocent Mexicans was an 

expression of Anglo desires for revenge and punishment, and was an effective method to 

induce terror in Mexican communities (1958, 26). This desire was more than a desire for 

revenge and death, it was also a desire to assert racial, political, and social dominance 

through the spectacle of the severe punishment or death of Mexicans.  

The Texas Rangers, an armed group of Anglo-Texans that Border Mexicans 

called Rinches de la Kineña because of their role as the enforcement-arm for the King 

family and other cattle barons, regularly killed innocent Mexican laborers for perhaps no 

reason other than to satisfy desires for revenge or to induce terror (1958, 24-32).111 The 

punishment of Mexicans accused of committing any degree of harm against Anglo-

Americans was a regular assertion of Anglo dominance. Paredes recalls that when 

Mexican insurrectionists killed several Anglo-Americans as part of the revolutionary Plan 

de San Diego in 1915, “Texas Rangers and Sheriff’s deputies took out their frustration at 

not being able to catch the sediciosos (the seditionists) by slaughtering as many innocent 

Mexican farmworkers as they could lay their hands on” (1976, 33). Historian David 

                                                        
110 See, e.g., Mirandé (1987).  
111 Rinches de la Kineña translates as Rangers of King Ranch.  
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Montejano (1987) adds that after the insurrectionists raided the Las Norias Division of 

the King Ranch, “Executions and lynchings of Mexicans became so common-place that 

the San Antonio Express News reported that the ‘finding of dead bodies of Mexicans, 

suspected for various reasons of being connected with the troubles, has reached the point 

where it creates little or no interest’” (122).112  

Significantly, Paredes also argues that the killing of innocent Mexicans as 

“accomplices” whenever a Mexican shot an Anglo-American “had an important influence 

on Border balladry” (1958, 20). The combined effects of social, economic, and political 

dominance, secured by the constant threat of judicial or extrajudicial punishment, created 

in the Border Mexican what Paredes calls “a deep and understandable hostility for 

American authorities [and] drew Border communities even closer together than they had 

been” even as “they were beginning to disintegrate under the impact of new conditions” 

(32). Limón (1992) adds that the Mexican’s deep hostility toward Anglo-American 

authorities cultivated an “adversarial consciousness” among Mexicans that, when 

coalesced with the oppressive conditions of the historical moment, generated heroic 

corrido balladry (22). Limón writes, “Literal death—flesh-ripping death—abounds 

everywhere in the social world of the corrido and deeply informs its thematics, and it is 

death as a consequence of politics” (73).  

The central theme of the heroic corrido form is the conflict between Mexicans and 

Anglo-Texans along the Lower border, manifested in the violent face-to-face encounter 

between the peaceful Mexican and Anglo-Texan rinches, or Anglo posses that Paredes 

describes as “not only Rangers but any American armed and mounted and looking for 

Mexicans to kill” (24). The peaceful Mexican was always drawn into the violent conflict 

with Anglo-Texan rinches after they insulted, beat, or killed innocent Mexicans. The 

peaceful Mexican was transformed into a folk hero the moment he defended his rights 

and the rights of his community, often with his pistol in his hand. 

                                                        
112 San Antonio Express News, September 11, 1915. 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One of the most popular epic heroic corridos tells the story of Gregorio Cortez, a 

young and peaceful Mexican laborer who, in 1901, shot and killed Sherriff W. T. Morris 

after Morris killed Cortez’ brother without provocation. Variants of the corridos 

composed about Gregorio Cortez recount the legendary pursuit of Cortez by Texas 

Rangers and Sherriff’s deputies, always juxtaposing the cruelty and cowardice of the 

Anglo-American rinches with the superior horse riding skills and bravery of Cortez. 

After Texas Rangers and Sherriff’s deputies failed to capture Cortez, Paredes tells us that 

they wanted “a little revenge” on thirteen year-old Encarnación Robledo who, according 

to the San Antonio Express News, was “hung up to a tree until his tongue protruded and 

life was nearly extinct” for refusing to reveal information about Cortez (1958, 71).113 For 

days, Cortez eluded Anglo posses as he made his way toward north Texas where he 

thought he could get a fair trial. Paredes writes that Cortez “could expect nothing but a 

rope at the nearest tree” if he remained in the “lynching belt” of south Texas (1958, 66, 

78). Authorities finally captured Cortez as he rested in a sheep camp near Laredo. 

English-language newspapers emphasized the role of the Texas Rangers in the capture of 

Cortez while Spanish-language newspapers reported that he was captured only because 

he was betrayed by one of his Mexican countrymen (1958, 80-82).  

As Cortez sat in jail, a workers’ society in San Antonio published letters in 

newspapers across Texas and as far away as Mexico City asking readers to donate money 

for Cortez’ legal defense. The letter published in the El Popular de Mexico newspaper 

says: “If [Cortez] is a criminal, let him be punished. But only after he has been given a 

fair trial. And for him to get a fair trial, money is necessary. This is a sad truth, but it is a 

truth.”114 As indicated by the transnational appeal for funds to help with his legal defense, 

Cortez became a cultural and ideological symbol for Mexicans on both sides of the U.S.-

Mexico border because he defended his rights against Anglo-Texan oppression regardless 

of the certainty of punishment or death. Paredes writes, “On the Border, where defending 

                                                        
113 San Antonio Express News, June 16, 1901. 
114 El Popular de Mexico, July 25, 1901.  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one’s right had been a watchword of border conflict for half a century, and where Cortez 

was recognized as a native son, the feeling of oneness was the strongest. And it was in 

this atmosphere that El Corrido de Gregorio Cortez was made” (1958, 88). Described by 

Limón (1992, 24) as the manifestation of the “social artistic zenith” of heroic balladry, El 

Corrido de Gregorio Cortez exemplifies all of the thematic and stylistic characteristics of 

the heroic ballad tradition, especially the violent face-to-face encounters with Anglo-

Texan rinches. John H. McDowell (1981) points out that such violent encounters 

characterize all of the versions of corridos about Gregorio Cortez while his experiences 

on trial—in which Cortez was ultimately acquitted on appeal—are entirely absent. 

“Confrontations in the mesquite are in, confrontations in the courtroom are out,” 

McDowell writes (51).  

The heroic corrido was the most dominant form of Mexican balladry along the 

Lower Texas-Mexican border from about 1848 to 1930. By the mid-twentieth century, 

the combined effects of the social, political, economic, and cultural transformations in 

South Texas throughout the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries helped bleed out the 

remaining counterhegemonic life of the heroic corrido form as an ideological expression 

of resistance. The heroic corrido form was thus a victim of what McKittrick (2006) calls 

“the profitable erasure and objectification of subaltern subjectivities, stories, and lands” 

(x). Moreover, following Raymond Williams’ (1977) theory of residual cultural forms, 

Limón (1992) writes that, “If, in its ‘pure’ state, such a residual form once played an 

active role in contesting the hegemony of domination, as did the epic corrido, seemingly, 

it is at even greater risk of being transformed, as happened to the epic corrido after 1930” 

(41). 

 

 Form and History   

 

Alvaro Luna Hernández remembered that the idea to produce a heroic corrido 

about Aldape Guerra drew from his own “personal political awareness of the ‘ballad 
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song’ and its history of the many ballad heroes that have been written about in the history 

of Mexicanos losing their homeland, becoming ‘illegal aliens’ in their homelands…and 

the legacy of frontier gunpowder justice.”115 Using the heroic corrido form to tell Aldape 

Guerra’s story made sense: Like Cortez, Aldape Guerra was a peaceful Mexican laborer 

before he found himself in the crosshairs of Texas lawmen, accused of killing one of their 

own. Like Cortez, whose trial was packed with Texas Rangers and Sherriff’s deputies 

“with the frankly avowed anticipation of seeing Cortez sentenced to death” (Paredes 

1858, 90), Aldape Guerra’s trial was packed with uniformed Houston police officers with 

shared anticipations. Like Cortez, Aldape Guerra fought for his rights against 

representatives of the Texas legal system that were determined to punish, even kill, him. 

Like Cortez, Aldape Guerra acted with honor, dignity, and courage despite the 

overwhelming odds against him. Unlike Cortez, who famously fought for his rights with 

his pistol in his hand, Aldape Guerra fought for his life by contending in a court of law 

that the pistol that was used to kill officer Harris was not in his hand.   

The Comite Pro-Defensa produced a double-sided tape; on one side, “Soy 

Inocente” is performed by a local norteño group and, on the other side, a popular Houston 

radio DJ reads the words of the corrido. “Soy Inocente” was popular on the radio 

airwaves in Houston and across Texas. The Comite Pro-Defensa produced hundreds of 

copies of the tape and sold them at protests and rallies to help generate funds, much the 

same way the Mexico City broadside version of “El Corrido de Gregorio Cortez” was 

used to generate funds for Cortez’ legal defense (Paredes 1958: 182). News footage from 

one of the marches organized by the Comite Pro-Defensa shows protestors singing “Soy 

Inocente” collectively as they marched.   

James Nicolopulos (1997) argues that, while the heroic corrido form continues to 

be used in rural communities in the interior of Mexico, it “lives on in a purely residual 

state” in the United States. The use of the heroic corrido form to tell Aldape Guerra’s 

                                                        
115 Alvaro Luna Hernández, letter to the author, December, 21 2010. Letter in the author’s 
possession. 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story was thus a cultural and aesthetic expression of resistance after more than a half-

century of cultural and aesthetic suffocation at the hands of the “depthlessness” and 

superficiality of what Frederic Jameson (1984) has called the cultural logic of late 

capitalism.116 While some contemporary corridos lack what Limón (1992, 40) calls the 

“rigorous poetic aesthetic” of the epic heroic corrido form of the Lower Border during the 

mid-nineteenth century or the heroic corrido of greater Mexico during the Revolution, we 

must not dismiss or minimize the significance of the relationship between the use of the 

heroic corrido form and the historical conditions to which it responds: The use of the 

heroic corrido form is itself a critique of the social, political, and economic conditions of 

the current historical moment.  

To illustrate the relationship that I am positing between historical conditions and 

the corrido as an expressive form of resistance, let us briefly consider Ben V. Olguín’s 

(2010) understanding of the narco-corrido form. While the narco-corrido genre is 

frequently criticized by corrido scholars for its hyper-sensationalism of drug violence and 

lack of poetic, thematic, and stylistic elements of the heroic corrido, Olguín argues that 

the narco-corrido serves as an “autochthonous form of discourse through which 

Chicana/os both figuratively and performatively struggle against perceived injustices” 

(178). Analyzing narco-corridos composed about Fred Gomez Carrasco, a narco-

traficante who ran a heroin cartel in South Texas, Olguín argues that Mexican and 

Chicana/o communities immediately contested the “official” story that Carrasco shot 

himself in the head after a failed escape from prison, believing instead that “Carrasco was 

still alive when Texas Rangers removed his bulletproof helmet to fire the coup de grace” 

(182). Olguín writes, “Even before an investigation could be mounted—Carrasco’s 

bloody, bullet-ridden body was still lying on the ground while the song was being 

recorded—the Mexican American community knew, a priori, that this killing of one of 

their own at the hands of the Texas Rangers would be ‘justified’ like so many others 

                                                        
116 See also, Limón (1994, 97-122). 
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before” (181).117 Despite widespread understandings in Mexican and Chicana/o 

communities that Carrasco was a violent narco-traficante, and despite the absence of the 

poetic aesthetic of traditional corrido forms, narco-corridos about Carrasco nonetheless 

served as important social critiques because of the recognition of the relationship 

between Carrasco’death and the history of judicial and extrajudicial killings of unwanted 

Mexicans. As Catalina Héau de Giménez (1991) argues, “el corrido debe definirse no por 

las características (temáticas, estéticas, etcétera) de su contenido, sino por su 

representividad sociocultural, es decir, por su referencia al pueblo como portador y 

soporte” (36).118  

The Mexicans and Chicana/o communities that mobilized in Aldape Guerra’s 

defense also knew, a priori, that his conviction and death sentence for a crime he did not 

commit would also be “justified” by state authorities who desired nothing less than the 

death of the “illegal alien” who dared to be involved in the murder of a white police 

officer. There was a strong relation of identity between Aldape Guerra’s experience and 

the Mexican and Chicana/o communities that organized in his defense; a relation of 

identity obtained by historical and contemporary social, economic, political, and legal 

conditions imposed on poor and working-class Mexicans and Chicana/os. The use of the 

heroic corrido form to tell Aldape Guerra’s story was thus, as Héau de Giménez (1991) 

writes, a “signo de reconocimiento y de identificación entre los mismos y como archivo 

de la memoria colectiva” (38).119    

  

 Aldape Guerra as Peaceful Hero  

                                                        
117 In this sense, narco-corridos also revive what Simmons (1957) calls the social critique and 
counterpoint to the “official” story in epic corridos of Lower Border and Central Mexico.         
118 Catalina Héau de Giménez (1991) argues, “the corrido must define itself not by its 
characteristics (thematics, aesthetics, etcetera) of its content, but by its sociocultural 
representivity, that is to say, by reference to the people as carrier and support.” Quoted in 
Nicolopulos (1997).   
119 The revival of the heroic corrido to tell of the injustice of Aldape Guerra’s conviction and 
death sentence was, as Héau de Giménez writes, “a sign of recognition and identification between 
[the people] and an archive of collective memory.” Quoted in Nicolopulos (1997).   
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 We immediately recognize the influence of the heroic corrido form on the thematics 

of “Soy Inocente.” The corrido portrays Aldape Guerra as being frightened as he sits on 

death row, yet as being always defiant in the face of death; a manifestation of what 

McDowell (1981) calls the “decidedly heroic worldview” of the heroic corrido form in 

which the hero would never “disgrace himself by flinching at impending death” despite 

the overwhelming odds against him (53).  

  

 Ricardo Aldape me llamo 
 Y no le temo a la muerte 
 No olviden que soy mexicano 
 No presumo de valiente 
 Soy un buen regiomontano 
 Que me abandona mi suerte.120 
 

 

Notice the similarities between this stanza in “Soy Inocente” and two stanzas from “El 

Corrido de Felipe Angeles,” a ballad about the execution of General Angeles, one of the 

most important intellectuals and strategists for the Mexican Revolution: 

 

El reloj marca sus horas  
Se acerca mi ejecución  
Preparen muy bien sus armas,  
Apuntenme el corazón 
 
Yo no soy de los cobardes  
Que le temen a la muerte,  
La muerte no mata a nadie 

    La matadora es la suerte.121  

                                                        
120 My name is Ricardo Aldape/And I’m not afraid of death/Don’t forget I’m Mexican /I don’t 
presume to be brave/I’m a good Monterrey man/Whose luck abandons me. 
121 The clock ticks off the hours/My execution draws near/Prepare well your weapons/And aim at 
my heart/I am not one of those cowards/Who are afraid of death/Death does not kill anyone/It is 
our fortune that kills us. 
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 We also recognize the first-person subjective narrative of “Soy Inocente.” Limón 

(1992) argues that the first- and third-person narrative distinguishes the corrido from 

earlier Spanish romances that have a “wholly detached, almost silent narrator.” The shift 

in authorial voice to the first-person hero or third-person witness to the heroics is, as 

Limón writes, “consistent with the need to concretely ground and legitimize the corrido 

as an ideological instrument in the context of sharp social conflict” (19). Indeed, Aldape 

Guerra’s insistence that he is purely innocent y lo sabe la gente (and the people know it) 

reflects the sharp social and historical conflict embedded in Aldape Guerra’s conviction 

and death sentence.  

 John H. McDowell (1981) argues that first-person subjective narratives in heroic 

corridos, what he calls “heroic speech events” (1972), are central narrative mechanisms 

and form the “emotional kernel” of the heroic corrido form. McDowell writes, “When a 

corrido presents reported speech it transcends the iconicity we have attributed to 

narrative, in that a relation of identity is presumed to obtain between the words spoken in 

the experiential substratum and the words sung by the corridista” (1981, 47). For 

example, 

 

 Decía Gregorio Cortez 
 Con su alma muy encedida: 
 No siento haberlo matado, 
 La defensa es permitida.122  
 

 

McDowell goes on to write that the “transcendence of iconicity accounts for the 

peculiar power of these scenarios in the corrido: by a convention of our communicative 

system, we are transported beyond the narrative frame into the experiential substratum 

itself.” (48). The artistic and emotional power of “Soy Inocente” derives from its first-
                                                        
122 Then said Gregorio Cortez/With his soul all aflame/“I don’t regret that I killed him/A man 
must defend himself.” Variant X of El Corrido de Gregorio Cortez, Paredes (1958, 155). 
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person subjective perspective throughout the corrido: the audience is Aldape Guerra as he 

fights for life on death row.  

 

Quieren que pague un delito 
Que jamás he cometido 
No me priven de la vida 
Manténganme aquí cautivo 
Hasta que encuentren las pruebas 
Y me quiten el castigo.123 
 

A strong relation of identity also obtained between Aldape Guerra and the 

corridista who composed “Soy Inocente.” As the corridista later remembered: “I put 

myself in his shoes; as if I were him.”124 The first-person subjective narrative of “Soy 

Inocente” collapses the distinction between the narrative frame and the experiential 

substratum. Although the subjective perspective is powerful in its ability to express 

Aldape Guerra’s insistence on innocence and pleas for life, it is not, and can never be, the 

phenomenological: The audience cannot experience his awareness of immanent death. 

The audience cannot feel his last shower, the warmth of the hot water falling upon him 

like a full-circle refuge to the womb.  

 

   Aldape Guerra as Helpless Victim 

 

How could Aldape Guerra defend his rights, let alone the rights of his community, 

while confined to a cage on death row? Aldape Guerra’s powerlessness against the police 

and prosecutors that fought to secure his death sentence is reflected by the thematic and 

stylistic influences of the post-Second World War victim corrido genre that Manuel Peña 

(1982) argues tend to portray Mexicans as helpless victims of Anglo-American injustice. 

As such, “Soy Inocente” necessarily draws sustenance from the postwar victim corrido 
                                                        
123 They want me to pay for a crime/That I never committed/Don’t take my life/Keep me here 
captive/Until they find the proof/And drop the punishment. 
124 Diane Smith, “Ballad of hope,” The Brownsville Herald, July 12, 1992. 
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genre. At the level of form, corridos about Aldape Guerra lack what Paredes (1958, 219) 

calls the vivid imagery and dramatic plot development of the heroic corrido and, as such, 

is influenced by the postwar victim corrido genre, which as Manuel Peña (1982) argues, 

is “deliberately shorn of a unified action and plot, leaving only the stark, impactful 

emotional core of the message” (33). Peña also argues that Victor Turner’s (1969) notion 

of “status reversal,” where the Mexican hero “reverses the reality of his people’s defeat 

by fighting rinches single-handedly and emerging victorious or exacting a heavy toll as 

he goes down before superior odds,” is noticeably absent in postwar victim corridos (29). 

Indeed, the notion of status reversal, even symbolically, seems incomprehensible when 

the hero is confined to a cage on death row.   

In his study of “Discriminación a Un Mártir,” a corrido about the refusal of the 

Rice Funeral Home in Three Rivers, Texas to let the family of Félix Longoria, a young 

Mexican American who died fighting in World War II, use their chapel for his funeral 

services because he was Mexican, Peña argues that, “Longoria symbolizes the 

victimization of the Mexican whose injured dignity, in a reverse situation from that of 

Cortez and other early corrido heroes, calls for collective action in which the ‘heroes’ 

turn out to be the social aggregate that either rises to the occasion or is at least appealed 

to in the corrido” (15). On several occasions, “Soy Inocente” also references the 

collective action of the social aggregate to save Aldape Guerra’s life:   

 

Y no ha servido de nada 
Súplicas de tanta gente 
Para salvarme la vida 
Juro que soy inocente 
Me acusan de criminal 
Me sentenciaron a muerte. 
 
Juro que soy inocente 
Y víctima del destino 
Eso lo sabe la gente 
Y lo sabe mi testigo 
Sólo dios puedes salvarme 
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Pero no quieren oírlo.125 
 

In the third-person narrative form, “Al Filo de la Muerte,” another corrido 

composed about Aldape Guerra, serves as the collective voice of the social aggregate of 

the Mexican and Chicana/o communities that heard Aldape Guerra’s pleas for life and 

mobilized in his defense.  

 

Las leyes de todo Texas 
preparan pronto la fecha 
su ejecución realizar 
dice que el es inocente 
lo ha gritado ante la gente 
para su vida salvar. 
 
Varias fechas le han cambiado 
Ricardo aterrorizado 
dice que no puede mas 
cada fecha que se acerca 
los mexicanos le rezan 
para su indulto lograr.126 

 

 

 Read together, the first-person subjective voice of “Soy Inocente” and the third-

person collective voice of “Al Filo de la Muerte” appear to be in a dialogue much 

different than the face-to-face dialogue that McDowell (1981) identifies as a central 

mechanism in heroic corridos. With Aldape Guerra on death row, the dialogue between 

him and the Mexican and Chicana/o communities that organized in his defense 

necessarily replaces “the dialect between self and society” that Limón recognizes in 

                                                        
125 It has been worthless/Pleadings of so many people/To save my life/I swear I am innocent/They 
accuse me of being a criminal/They sentenced me to death./They accuse me of being a criminal 
/They sentenced me to death./I swear I am innocent /And a victim of fate /The people know 
that/And so does my witness/Only God can save me/But they don’t want to hear Him. 
126 The laws of Texas Prepared an early date/To carry out his execution/He says he is innocent/He 
shouted to the people/To save his life. Various dates have changed/Ricardo was terrified/He says 
he can take no more/As each date approaches/Mexicans pray/That he is granted clemency. 
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heroic corridos in which the Mexican hero fights for his own right and the rights of his 

community in relationship to a broader social conflict (1992, 24).127 

 

   Beyond the Corrido’s Manifest Significations 

 

Contrary to Limón’s argument that the true political and ideological work of the 

heroic corrido form diminished at the beginning of the twentieth century, the relationship 

between the use of the heroic corrido form at the turn of the twenty-first century and the 

historical conditions to which the corrido responds suggests that corridos produced after 

the decline of the heroic corrido form as the most dominant form border balladry can also 

operate at the three levels of Jameson’s (1981) model of the political unconscious.  

Following Flores (1987), Limón argues that at the second level of interpretation 

the structured binary between Mexican protagonists and Anglo-Texan antagonists are not 

literal representations but are, rather, “minimal units of symbolic discourse in a discourse 

of class relations” (1992, 31). Indeed, Paredes writes that in heroic corridos, “The 

narrator rarely indulges in name calling. In a sense they are all the same man, since each 

leader of a posse represents the punitive arm of the counterculture” (1958, 223). While 

sharp class conflicts remain in the twenty-first century, as evidenced, for example, in the 

vast and expanding division of economic classes in the United States, the traditional 

oppositional binary between the Mexican hero and Anglo-Texan rinche has evolved into 

more complex power relations in the one hundred years that have passed since the 

encounter between Gregorio Cortez and the Texas Rangers. For example, in “Soy 

Inocente,” Aldape Guerra refers to the police and prosecutors that fought to secure his 

death sentence only as “they,” signaling that the figure of the oppressor has shifted from 

the rinche to what McKenna (1994) calls “the amorphous ‘they’ of the hegemony under 

which contemporary Mexicans [feel] themselves to be living” (1994, 183).  

                                                        
127 See also, Flores (1992, 171). 
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Today, the imposition of oppressive conditions on poor and working-class 

Mexicans and Chicano/as, especially undocumented Mexican migrants, is the work of 

other working-class Mexican Americans, a new labor force of law enforcers that are 

(poorly) compensated to protect capitalist political and economic power structures 

regardless of the historical contradictions. These contradictions are too clearly articulated 

in the Mexican American Border Patrol agent who crawls along the Rio Grande at night 

and hunts unauthorized border-crossers. Such oppressive actions and understandings, 

wholly detached from histories of the interplay between racialization and U.S. capitalism, 

are revealed and critiqued by artistic expressive forms that emerge directly from these 

histories. It is a process that we recognize, for example, in the monstrous figure of Jean-

Michel Basquiat’s “Irony of the Negro Policeman.”  

Corridos about Aldape Guerra suggest that the structured binary between the 

Mexican hero and the Anglo-Texan rinche has shifted to complex power relations in 

which state-sanctioned legal-juridical processes on one hand and collective social action 

for rights and liberation on the other emerge as units of symbolic discourse in a discourse 

on class relations. That is, corridos about Aldape Guerra—and other contemporary 

corridos that use these units of symbolic discourse—cultivate at the second level of the 

political unconscious critical understandings about the hegemony of state-sanctioned 

legal-juridical processes over collective social action as the primary site to address social, 

economic, and political injustice and inequity in the United States.  

Let us consider, for example, the constant praise or appeals to the U.S. 

government in corridos about Aldape Guerra and other postwar victim corridos; a 

definitive break from the central corrido theme where the U.S. government is the chief 

antagonist. In the same stanza that Aldape Guerra expresses his confidence in his 

countrymen in “Soy Inocente,” he also, and in sharp contrast to the heroic corrido form, 

expresses trust in the U.S. government: “They” are the executioner and the savior.  

 

Yo confío en mis paisanos 
Y el gobierno americano 
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Que en el último momento 
Acudan con el testigo 
Y paren la ejecución 
Soy inocente les digo.128 
 

 

Note the similarities between this stanza and a stanza from “Discriminación a Un Mártir” 

that Peña (1982, 35) argues is a key passage of its reference to the collective social 

aggregate:  

 

Johnson siendo senador  
Por el estado de Texas,  
Se le ablandó el corazón  
Al escuchar nuestras quejas.129 
 

The appeals to LBJ in corridos about Félix Longoria and the U.S. government in 

corridos about Aldape Guerra, not to mention the subgenre of corridos devoted to John F. 

Kennedy (Dickey 1978), suggest a reality in which Mexicans and Chicano/as 

increasingly depend on negotiations with the state in the hopes of achieving small legal 

victories for fundamental rights. Aldape Guerra ultimately won his freedom from the 

cages of death row because a team of highly skilled attorneys navigated through complex 

legal-juridical processes to prove what was otherwise recognized as a clear manifestation 

of racist and white supremacist ideologies and practices operating within the Harris 

County legal system.  

 What happened to the collective adversarial consciousness that mobilized 

Mexican communities in opposition to Anglo-Texan domination along the Lower Border 

at the turn of the twentieth century? What happened to the collective revolutionary social 

vision, so powerful that it generated new artistic cultural expressions of resistance that 

                                                        
128 I have confidence in my countrymen/And the American government/That at the last 
moment/They will come forward with a witness/And stop the execution/I’m innocent I tell you. 
129 As a senator/for the state of Texas/he appeased the heart/by listening to our complaints.  
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symbolically reversed the oppressive conditions that plagued the Mexican experience in 

Texas? Paredes (1958, 1966) and Limón (1994) posit a close causal relationship between 

the prominence of the heroic corrido form as an expression of resistance and the strength 

of collective adversarial consciousness in Mexican communities: the downfall of one 

means the downfall of the other. Paredes (1966) writes, “This stage in the Mexican’s 

attitude…open conflict is no longer possible,” and Mexican resistance “has not only gone 

beyond the possibility of violence but has even abandoned an imaginary aggressiveness 

as satisfactory compensation” (118-19). Limón (1994), moreover, argues that the 

revolutionary sociocultural conditions in Mexican communities at the turn of the 

twentieth century have transformed by the end of the twentieth century into what he calls 

“the Mexican-American working-class postmodernism,” an increasingly pervasive 

sociocultural condition that “seems to be keyed on a spectrum of class-determined 

negations of a historically and seemingly relatively stable cultural past” (111). Much like 

the rise of the collective adversarial consciousness, its decline was interwoven and 

conditioned by the U.S. capitalist political economy. We cannot underestimate the 

profound affect transnational neoliberal capitalism has had on the stagnation of collective 

adversarial consciousness. As Slavoj Žižek (1997) writes, 

 

 The true horror does not reside in the particular content hidden beneath the 
 universality of global Capital, but rather in the fact that Capital is effectively an 
 anonymous global machine blindly running its course, that there is effectively 
 no particular Secret Agent who animates it. The horror is not the (particular 
 living) ghost in the (dead universal) machine, but the (dead universal) machine 
 in the very heart of each (particular living) ghost (45). 

   

However, in mapping the relationship between the strength of collective social 

vision and action and the central role of U.S. capitalism on the rise and fall of the corrido 

as an expressive form of resistance, we must not underestimate the simultaneous role of 
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law and punishment on the sustenance of U.S. capitalist power structures.130 That is, the 

influence of the postwar victim corrido form on corridos about Aldape Guerra—and the 

fall of the heroic corrido form and the rise of victim corrido form after the Second World 

War more generally—says less about so-called helpless victimization of Mexicans and 

Chicano/as in the face of oppression (Peña 1982) or the decline of the revolutionary 

social vision and action of Mexican and Chicano/a communities (Paredes 1958, 1966) 

than it does about the hegemony of state-sanctioned legal-juridical processes and the 

quick suppression of revolutionary social vision and action that challenges that 

hegemony.  

Indeed, the hegemony of state-sanctioned legal-juridical processes mandates the 

suppression of forms of resistance that revive the rhetoric and actions of the revolutionary 

sociocultural conditions of past historical moments when state-sanctioned processes were 

reduced by the masses to scattered bureaucracies, burning government structures, and 

police and military officers torn in body and spirit. To ensure its own survival, the state 

monitors rhetoric and preempts actions that recall in form or action past historical 

moments where, as Wendy Brown (2010) writes, “political power loses sovereignty over 

the cultural field of power” (71). The direct actions of the Comite Pro-Defensa, 

motivated by the knowledge of histories of racialization and judicial racial violence 

against Mexicans, were always controlled and constrained by representatives of the state: 

police cars formed rolling perimeters around their marches and the thick walls of the 

courthouse drowned out their protests. Revolutionary social vision and action was 

suffocated by the quick silencing of effective political activists even before they can 

manifest: Alvaro Luna Hernández, one of the leaders of the Comite Pro-Defensa, now 

sits in a cage in Texas as a political prisoner.131  

                                                        
130 Limón (1992, 1994) and Flores (1987) undertheorize the role of state violence—police, 
incarceration, and capital punishment—in the protection of the class and power relations that are 
central to their analyses.  
131 Alvaro Luna Hernández is an internationally recognized political prisoner. For more 
information on the political imprisonment of Alvaro Luna Hernández, go to 
http://www.freealvaro.net/. For more on his work as a jailhouse lawyer, see Abu-Jamal (2009).  
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The significance of the use of the heroic corrido form at the turn of the twentieth 

century is most clearly articulated at the third level of the political unconscious where, as 

Limón writes, “symbolic acts may speak to [social] conflict by articulating, principally in 

their form, the sedimented ideological traces of older modes of production in conflict 

with the present or the anticipatory messages of a future mode of production” (1992, 32). 

However, where Limón (1992, 34) focuses on the significance of the corrido form and its 

sedimented ideology in providing “an implicit model of a perceived better past [and] an 

anchoring point in a new storm rising,” I suggest that the significance of the use of the 

corrido form to tell Aldape Guerra’s story is in its illumination of the continuation of 

some of the oppressive conditions during the historical moment when “distinct cultural 

modes of production—agrarian precapitalist and emergent capitalism—overlapped and 

came into conflict” (Limón 1992, 34). In particular, the use of the corrido form to tell 

Aldape Guerra’s story illuminates the continued operation of racist and white supremacist 

ideologies and practices within the U.S. legal system. Much like the period of Anglo-

Texan domination along the Lower Border at the turn of the twentieth century, the 

continuation of racism and white supremacy in the U.S. legal system today is essential to 

maintain a disenfranchised and expendable caste of mechanistic labor bodies without 

rights to feed into the U.S. capitalist labor market. Much like the earlier period of intense 

cultural conflict between Mexicans and Anglo-Texan authorities, the U.S. legal system 

today remains a site to facilitate desires to punish undocumented Mexican migrants that 

resist or commit any degree of real or perceived harm to white elites and their class allies.  

The use of the heroic corrido form to tell Aldape Guerra’s story illuminates how 

these conditions are not historical facts that belong to the past but are, rather, as Giorgio 

Agamben (2000) writes, “the hidden matrix and nomos of the political space in which we 

still live” (36). During the earlier period, desires to punish Mexicans manifested in the 

bloodthirsty pursuits of Mexicans like Gregorio Cortez, Juan Cortina, los sediciosos, and 

los gorras blancas, as well as in the killing of innocent Mexicans that got in the way. We 

recognize similar desires to punish and a similar bloodthirsty pursuit in the calculated 
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scheming of Houston police officers and Harris County prosecutors to ensure a 

conviction and death sentence for Aldape Guerra, even without a shred of physical 

evidence implicating him. Aldape Guerra’s story suggests that it is not just that there are 

troubling similarities between desires to punish Mexicans and the use of the legal system 

to facilitate those desires in the two historical periods. Rather, it suggests that what 

Limón calls the “domination of the native and increasingly immigrant Mexican 

population” as evidenced in the “rough and ready lynching ‘justice’ often administered to 

[Mexicans and] Mexican-Americans accused of crimes” (1994, 79) at the turn of the 

twentieth century remains with us today, even if in clean and clinical manifestations 

frequently obscured by the perceived sovereignty of law or the theatrics of trial.  

Moreover, since the unauthorized cross-border movement of Mexican workers is 

essential to dominant discourses on Mexican immigration and the dominant legal 

reasoning in immigration jurisprudence, we must, following Wendy Brown (2010), adopt 

Carl Schmitt’s etymology of nomos as a primarily spatial term that, as Brown writes, 

“expresses the production of (political) order through spatial orientation” (45). 

Significantly, the production of political order through spatial orientation, as evidenced, 

for example, in the dominant legal reasoning that equates “illegality” with danger and 

criminality, expands desires to punish undocumented Mexican migrants in the citizen 

majority because of their violation of the spatial orientation through the single act of 

unauthorized cross-border migration into the United States.  

The use of the corrido form to tell Aldape Guerra’ story, then, suggests that, much 

like the oppressive conditions during the conflict of cultural modes of production at the 

turn of the twentieth century, undocumented Mexican migrants living in the United States 

at the turn of the twenty-first century increasingly inhabit a “death-world,” what Achille 

Mbembe (2003) recognizes as a “new and unique form of existence in which vast 

populations are subjected to conditions of life conferring upon them the status of the 

living dead” (40).  
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Chapter Five 

 

Conclusion: The Ghost of Ricardo Aldape Guerra 
 
The way of the ghost is haunting, and haunting is a very particular way of knowing what has happened or is 
happening. Being haunted draws us affectively, sometimes against our will and always a bit magically, into 
the structure of feeling of a reality we come to experience, not as cold knowledge, but as a transformative 
recognition. -Avery F. Gordon132 
 

 

In the end, the life and death of Ricardo Aldape Guerra is embedded with multiple 

symbolisms. Various and disparate significances emanate from the story of one human 

and the treatment of one human body. For the Mexican elite political class, he was a 

symbol for the Mexican government’s self-proclaimed commitment to the human rights 

of Mexican nationals living outside the borders of the homeland. For some North 

Americans, he was the symbol of the prototypical “illegal alien”—dark, dirty, and 

dangerous—and a sacrificial symbolic body to satisfy desires to punish undocumented 

Mexican migrants who commit any degree of real or perceived harm to white elites or 

their class allies. For Mexicans and Chicano/as on both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border, 

Aldape Guerra was a cultural hero, a symbol of Mexican courage and resistance to racial 

oppression and violence. 

The continuation of racist and white supremacist ideologies and practices within 

the U.S. legal system, the only venue where rights claims can be upheld, has deep social, 

political, and ethical implications in the post-civil rights era. The hegemony of state-

sanctioned legal-juridical processes as the site for rights claims poses a difficult dilemma 

for people committed to ending structural racism in the U.S. legal system. If 

antidiscrimination laws and the equal protection clause fail to protect undocumented 

Mexican migrants from discrimination, then the U.S. legal system cannot be the arena to 

                                                        
132 Gordon (1997, 8). 
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wage the ongoing battle for equality and liberation. Negotiations for rights with the U.S. 

legal system as it exists today will never be enough. Achieving substantive rights for 

undocumented Mexican migrants requires transformations in antidiscrimination 

jurisprudence so that histories of racialization and racial oppression figure prominently in 

claims of racial discrimination. Achieving substantive rights for undocumented migrants 

living in the United States requires the abolition of flawed legal reasoning that equates 

“illegality” with danger and criminality. These transformations, in turn, require the 

complete disruption, if not deconstruction, of the dominant social, economic, political, 

and legal structures that condition the life experiences of undocumented Mexican 

migrants living in the United States.  

 But unlike other social, economic, political, or legal transformations, the 

deconstruction of the very structures that condition the current historical moment cannot 

be achieved in a moment of revolutionary action. Rather, such an achievement requires a 

long-term, though no less revolutionary, cultivation of widespread radical interrogations 

of the legitimacy and conditions of reproduction of dominant U.S. social, economic, 

political, and legal structures.  

 It is here where Ricardo Aldape Guerra’s true heroism emerges. Unlike the 

heroism of Gregorio Cortez, who defendió su derecho con la pistola en la mano, Aldape 

Guerra’s heroism derives not from the moment of encounter with representatives of the 

Texas legal system but, rather, from the revelations that emerged in the aftermath. The 

extent to which police and prosecutors were willing to calculate and collaborate in order 

to secure a conviction and death sentence for Aldape Guerra even though they knew he 

was not responsible for the crime is significant for what it reveals about the continued use 

of the U.S. legal system to facilitate desires to punish undocumented Mexican migrants 

that commit any degree of real or perceived harm to white elites and their class allies. 

The prosecutors’ repeated emphasis on Aldape Guerra’s undocumented status during his 

capital murder trial to construct him as a violent and dangerous “illegal alien” reveals the 

overall failure of the legal system to protect undocumented Mexican migrants from racial 
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discrimination. The prosecutors’ argument that Aldape Guerra’s undocumented status 

was evidence that he posed a future threat to society and should thus be executed reveals 

the brutal, sometimes deadly, consequences of dominant legal reasoning that equates 

“illegality” with danger and criminality. In short, the trial of Aldape Guerra reveals how 

racist and white supremacist ideologies and practices continue to operate in the U.S. legal 

system when undocumented Mexican migrants are put on trial. Much like the period of 

Anglo-Texan domination along the Lower Border at the turn of the twentieth century, the 

continuation of racism and white supremacy in the U.S. legal system today is essential to 

maintain a disenfranchised and “expendable” caste of mechanistic labor bodies without 

rights to feed into the U.S. capitalist labor market. Aldape Guerra’s heroism thus derives 

from what Flores (2002) calls the real effects that stories have as they “circulate through 

multiple locations and sites of public culture” (x, ix). Flores writes,  

 

 Those who remember the Alamo in the early twentieth century do so not 
 primarily to remember the events of 1836 but to re-member a social body through 
 a specific hierarchal and class rubric endemic to the arrival of modernity in Texas. 
 In effect, re-membering the Alamo as a site of cultural memory, as a sacred site in 
 the pantheon of American public history, serves to hide the material social 
 relations and conditions that require such sites in the first place (xviii).  

 

 

When we think about Aldape Guerra as a site of cultural memory, we do not only 

remember the historical events of his encounter with the Texas legal system, we also re-

member Aldape Guerra in ways that reveal, not hide, the continuation at the turn of the 

twenty-first century of a specific hierarchal and class rubric endemic to the arrival of 

modernity in Texas. As Avery Gordon (1997) might say, Aldape Guerra is the ghost that 

tells us a haunting is taking place. Re-membering the story of Aldape Guerra, and the 

stories of other people whose encounter with the state reveals the continuation of racism 

and white supremacy in the U.S. legal system, are critical initial contributions to the 

cultivation of radical interrogations of the legitimacy and conditions of reproduction of 
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dominant U.S. social, economic, political, and legal structures.
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